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SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

CLAY, SIR HENRY Biographical

OPPENHEIMER, R.

Oppenheimer to Clay, August 22, 1949.

Records and confirms membership for the first term
academic year 1949-50 for Clay with a non-taxable grant-in-aid
of $2100 provided by the Rockefeller Foundation, to take care
of expenses during Clay's stay here in Princeton.

Clay's own description of the work which he is going to
do (January 5, 1950, Ibid*) is to write about the relationships
between industry and Government as he has observed them as a
Professor at Oxford, in administrative work in the British
Government, and in the Central Bank. He said that between
the relationships which existed in 1906 when he left Oxford
and the day he wrote in 1950, a revolution had taken place. He
protests he is not a historian and could not do an adequate
history, but he wants it to make an examination of policies
and to throw some light on the nature of the modern political
commanityo

The appointment was ananged by Willits, Stewart, Riefler,
and Clay.

Clay wrote asking if he might not come back for the
fall semester of 1950-1951. (Letter June 8, 1950). In the
meanwhile, he had been appointed on the five-year basis.

It is apparent that he did not spend time here after
that fall semester of 1950-1951.

In 1954, after a talk with the Rockefeller Foundation
people, Oppenheimer and Earle were inclined to believe that
since Sir Henry was not performing his work in this country,
the Institute was hardly the institution to assume administrative
responsibility for his grant. While this matter was being
discussed, apparently, Sir Henry was killed in Belgium.
(July 29, 1954).

D - Clay, Sir Henry
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GENERAL Academic Activities

STEWART, ¥. ¥. Biographical

Sent to Oppenheiraer by Stewart, a quote he first heard
of through Nock of Harvard. Translation is by Gherniss.

"The world cannot endure without adjusting its differences,
but scholarship perishes if it does not give problems a
clear-cut definition and consents to abate anything of their
contrasts. Scholarship does not offer peace as preachers do
or heart!s-ease as do poets. Yet the few who take upon themselves
the yoke of contemplation (djswjDejbs) are providing for the
continuance of life and activity in the spirit of mankind
and are keeping awake the endless aspiration and endless
yearning for knowledge. This is not everything; but it is
nevertheless so much that those few must not complain if the
stake that they pledge for it is a life full of doubt and
restlessness, of renunciation and lonelinesso"

by Edward Schwartz
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ECONOMICS Academic Activities

NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH Foundations

RIEFIER, W 0 W. Biographical

WARREN, R.

Executive Director, N. B._E. R. to Oppenheimer, April 28, 19ij-9,
transmitting resolution N. B. E. R. on the resignation of yfW,/t5 * tv$

jRiefler ajt_19jj.9_meejing as Direct or 0 He served from 1936 to
! 19^2 by appointmen"T"o?"'"IE"e"American Statistical Association,
resigning to become Minister to the Court of St. Barnes.
Nominated by the I. A. Se in lf%5 on his return, and resigned
at the end of his five-year term in 195>0, Served as member of
the Committee on Research in Finance, as Chairmai>6f the Technical
Committee on Corporate Bond Research, and advised frequently
members of the staff on t$e financial research. "His active
participation in this way in the work of the National Bureau
has been a major influence in much of the National Bureau's work,
especially in the studies in finance. '-L'he leadership that he
gave to the planning and early development of the Financial

Research Program and to the execution of the many studies that
have resulted from it to date stands out as an exceptional
contribution to economic research,"

February, 1950, on request of theN.JB. E. K0 and with
consent of Stewart, Warren was appointed^Director. Warren was
nominated by the Institute for membership on the Board of
Directors of the N0 'B. E. R0

D, National Bureau of Economic Research.
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9̂14-9-1950

GENERAL (Kaplan, Welch Grape Foundations
Juice Company)

KAPLAN, JACK M. Biographical

VEBLEN, 0.

OPPENHEIMER, R.

Jack Mo Kaplan wrote Oppenheimer asking for information
on the Institute and an opportunity to be helpful (October 12,
1914.9). Does not believe in bricks and mortar, but wants to
help deserving people.

His secretary visited the Institute first, and Kaplan,
himself, in November, 1949• Thereafter, nothing was heard of
him except that Oppenheimer suggested to Veblen he might write
Kaplan to assist three very promising young mathematicians to
spend a year at the Institute. Veblen also suggests that
Kaplan might elevate the level of professorial salaries. The
file contains no evidence that anything was done by Kaplan.
Cheek on this,
D, Kaplan, J. M.
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BUDGET

SCHOOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES

MEMBERS

STIPENDS

Finance

Academic Organization

Academic Personnel

See file for lists of members for each academic year with
stipends if granted and sources of foundation funds.

/ D, Historical Studies, Budget
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WORLD WAR II Government Relations

EM 1GRES Ac aa em ic P e rs onne1

Pul bright-Smit h-Muncit Act® announcements (2 f i l es ) :
••orrespondence (1 f i le) .

D Pile, Fulbr Ight-Smit h-Mundt Acts
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GEST ORIENTAL LIBRARY PacilMes

SWAM Biographical

OPPEHBEIMER, R.

BOYD

Dr» Swann complained of the fact that some of the
cabinets belonging to the Gest Oriental Library had been
taken on their arrival at Firestone and turned over to the
Industrial Relations Department, She also complained about
the lack of care with which the collection was being handled,
the fact that it did not have an appropriate space &SK. of
shelving and place for objects d'art, etc. There is no
letter from Oppenheimer in these £iles to Boyd, but there
is a letter from Boyd saying somewhat casually that if anyone
thinks the Industrial Relations Section can't make as good use
of the cabinets as can the Gest Oriental Library, they will,
of course, be returned,

Gest Oriental Library—Vault, Miscellaneous Correspondence A - L
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SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

ECONOMISE

Academic Organization

Academic Activities

It is a conclusion to be drawn from H. Cherniss' interview
December 17, 1955 and Robert Qppenheimer<s discussion Febmary 22,
1956 that as far as academic activities of economics was
concerned it fell on failure of WWS and RBW to suggest
successors in subject. Then would come into play. The reason
why? Mathematicians' and Panofsky's attitude that the ones chosen
by P were too conservative? (Riefler's disclosure involuntarily,
that WWS and he had promoted Viner's appointment by Princeton
University at a time when they had been authorized to pursue
him for I. A. S. was an evidence of more than bankruptcy1!}

Prom Interviews of Cherniss 12/17/55 & R. 0. 2/22/56
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PHYSICS Academic Activities

EINSTEIN, A. biographical
T.

MAASS, H. H.

OPPENHEIMER, R.
PUBLIC RELATIONS GENERAL Public Relations

Maass to Oppenheiraer noting in surprise that the press
during the last week of 19̂ -9 in articles and photographs
relating to Einstein's new theory it was mentioned but
infrequently that he was connected with the Institute and referred
mostly to Princeton University.

Maass added, "I assume all of this was done without
consultation with you, but I hope you agree that the Institute
should have had a greater and predominant share in the publicity.

No answer from Oppenheimer in file.

5^ llo
D, Maass,
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GIFTS

SHEAR, MRS. T. LESLIE

1/18

Finance

Biographical

Oppenheimer acknowledges 02,500 gift of water colors of
Greek pottery - in Professor Thompson^ office.

Meritt, Faculty Business, Vertical
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

LIBRARY

2/10

Academic Personnel

Relations MOAI

Facilities

Faculty members informed Director that the lounge for
'the Institute was open to undergraduates except when
specifically reserved for the Institute, and that some
members had had no response to requests for carrels. The
Director was to take the matter up with Mr. Boyde

Faculty Minutes, 2/10/lf.9
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES

Academic Organization

The Director reported on a proposed unification of the
Schools of Economics and. Politics and q̂f Humanist ic Studies/ as a
recognition of idealistic conditions and because of the smallness of the
two schools in relation to the School of -Mathematics . He said the

x« present growth of physics will only emphasize this disparity, and that
"4many applications now fall between the two schools and for pĵ acticâ l:»r'__
purposes the faculties for both schools advise on them. B o t h s> cTao o"ls
use the historical method, and this serves to point up the fact that
there are important elements of unity between t hem.

"The Director proposed that until there are substantive changes
in the work of the Institute that the two schools unite; that the faculty
members meet together; that appointments be jointly considered." The
faculties of the two s chools were in agreement on such a plan, but there
had been no joint meeting of the twoschools,. Nomenclature was consiaered
,not adopted. The matter was to be reported on further to the next
'meeting, although general consensus was that it was appro vable.

Faculty Meeting February 10, 19*1-9, Minutes, Pile V-l

2/10

PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION

SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES

SCHOOL OP HISTORICAL STUDIES

MEMBERS

Academic Personnel

Academic Organization

Academic Personnel

The Director reported on a proposed unification of the
School of Economics and Politics and the School of Humanistic
Studies on the ground that present administrative set-up
inadequate because of the smallness of the two schools which
will become relatively smaller as physics grows in the School
of Mathematics, "Particularly in the consideration of applications
to membership the unification of the two Schools would be helpful.
Many applications now fall between the two Schools and for
practical purposes the faculties of both Schools advise on
these. That both Schools use the historical method serves
further to point up the fact that there are important elements
of unity between them." (page 205)
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, , , Director suggests t h e t w o Schools
should unite; that the Faculty members meet together-, that
appointments be jointly considered. Individual Faculty members
had indicated their endorsement of the plan; there had been
no joint meeting of the Schools. Such a meeting should be the
next step and a report made back to the full Faculty,

Nomenclature: School of Historical Studies, School of
Humane Studies and the School of Humanities.

There was full discussion, every member of the Faculty
expressing his view. The consensus was in favor of unification.

Faculty Minutes, 2/10/[f9
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION

DIRECTOR

Academic Personnel

Adminis trat ion

A certain note of acerbity creeps into the correction
of the previous minutes. (November 9> 19̂ 8) Minutes were
approved, "two name errors having been corrected in the
circulated draft. Professor Meritt read the minutes of the
informal meeting of December 7» 19̂ 8; correction was made
in the wording of item (3) as follows:" an invitation had
been extended to Borh; to spend as much time a s possible at the
Institute at the rate of $8,000 a semester, for which the sum
of $ij.,000 would be budgeted every year for five years.

Faculty Minutes, 2/10/ij.9
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GENERAL

SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

SCHOOL OF HUMANISTIC STUDIES

SCHOOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES

Academic Organization

The Director reported on a proposed unification of the
School of Economics and Politics and the School of Humanistic
Studies; the results of preliminary discussions leading to
this were given the Board at its November 16, IfijJ, meeting.

"Talks within the School of Economics and Politics had
led to a number of alternative deseJ-op-Bjents; one was the
creation of panels to which'members would be invited for a
semester or a year. The Director thought that there would
be times and themes for which this method would be
appropriate. But the negative result of the discus scions
pointed strongly to the fact that no member of the School
faculty was drawn to modern techniques of economics."

The School of Humanistic Studies in consultation
concluded the School was not adequate in scope to its title,

v'- A

and its use of the historical method linked it with the
interests of the School of Economics and politics.

These talks, said the Director raised two points he
^ had been considering for some time. The two Schools are
small; "and it became increasingly clear that the academic
bonds between the professors in one School were no stronger

v,,\ ,,'than those connecting a professor of one faculty and the
other. One of the most important gains in unification would
be an administrative improvement in the handling of
applications to membership. At present, many of these fall
between the two Schools; consultation in this area could
only be helpful.

i

"That both Faculties welcomed the change the Director
felt to be the best argument for it. No budgetary problem
would be immediately involved; commitments of each School
for the next year would remain unchanged."

Discussion of the name of the new school had been
had. The Director thought the best two were the School of
Historical Studies and the School of Humanities. The name
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of the School would become a matter of public record, and should,
as nearly as possible, describe the scope of the School's
work. The Director thought it was important. The Trustees
were asked for suggestions. The selection was not made at
that meeting.

"in conclusion the Director stated that the
unification of the two Schools would bring closer an
administrative balance with the School of Mathematics; and
that the Institute's interest in the historical method and.
in the humanities would be better served.

ttni

the proposed change in the academic set-up.
The Tpustees expressed their hearty endorsement of

Executive Committee Meeting, February 15, 1̂ 4-9 (Bd. of Trustees)
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

EIHSTEIN, A. Biographical

PAIS

Preparations for Einstein's birthday celebration: /A
formal issue of the Review of Modern Phys ic s with about fifty
contributions from all over~The world edited by Pals,
published at $ Institute expense. (2 )An t£sasjssa& informal
symposium on March 19 with the reading of six papers devoted
to Einstein's work as it is involved in contemporary science
to be held jointly with Princeton University. Suggested by
Professor Ladenburg. One of the papers would be read by
Professor Weylo(3)The creation of a fellowship, chair or prize

^ in Einstein's name. Director invited views of the Faculty on
this which a donor proposed to set up, a 025,000 contribution
every five years. Discussion concensus administering of the
fund by the National Academy of Sciences would be appropriate,
and that Einstein be consulted as to the use of the fund. A
personal gift from the Faculty — a high fidelity radio.
Faculty Minutes 2/10/ij.9
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GENERAL Publications

EINSTEIN, A. Biographical

On the 70th birthday of Einstein, a formal issue of
The Review of Modern Physics with about fifty contributions
from all over the world. The Institute contributes:

(1) Services of Dr. Abraham Pais as the editor for
the issue, and acssy.

I (2) Any extra expense of publication by contribution
( from the Institute's Publication Fund.

Also an informal symposium on March 19th at which
6 -papers would be devoted to Einstein's workas it is

\.involved in contemporary science, to be conducted jointly
^by Princeton University andthe Institute„

Also the creation of a fellowship chair or prize in
/Einstein's name. The Director reported with gratitude
Admiral Strauss' offer to be the donor of a prize to be
(administered by the National Academy of Sciences. (This
••was later changed to omit administration by t he National

Academy of Sciences. See Trustees' Minutes April 15, 19lj.9,
page 1)o

/ Professor Einstein was to be consulted as to the use
of the fund.

Executive Committee Meeting Minutes, February
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ACEESQN, DEAN Biographical

Dean Ache son resigned because of his appointment
as Secretary of State 0

Executive Committee Meeting Minutes, February 15, 1914-9
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-%tt?S&£Bl£> (LIFE INSURANCE,
GROUP INSURANCE)

SCHAAP

Administration

Biographical

Mr. Schaap, the chairman of the special committee on
insurance, reported that the committee had decided to take

ino action on insuring Faculty memoers; ana that the Director
[should handle Institute group insurance.

Minutes, Meeting of the Executive Committee, February 15, 19̂ 9
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GIFTS Finance

SIVIAN, IEON J. Biographical

The Leon J, Siviaa bequest yielded 814.11,14.71.38 to the
Institute.

Executive Committee Meeting Minutes, February l5» 19if-9
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BENEFITS Academic Personnel

BI1BTEIH, A. Biographical

The Spard: decided to make up the difference between
wha|t Einstein would receive from the T. I. A. A. and the sum
of $1^,000 annually until his death*

Executive Coinraittee Minutes, 2/15A9
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BUDGET Finance

Preliminary report on the budget, estimated the
total for 19^9-50 would be $720,000, not to exceed $720,000.

The following budgetary commitments for 1949-50
were approved: funds for grants-in-aid

School of Humanistic Studies §29,000.
School of Mathematics 1|.0,000»

Executive Committee Meeting, February 15, 1949
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EINSTEIN, A. Biographical

FULTON, J.

OPPENHEIMER, RO.

Pulton has asked Oppenheimer whether or not the
Trus tees should not fee a part of a small scientific
celebration on the occasion of Einstein's 70th birthday,
and suggests that there is no member of the Board of
Trustees apart from Veblen who would be qualified to write
or speak about Einstein0

Oppenheimer replies February 18, 19i$ that there Is a
little symposium being held for Einstein's birthday--a small
scientific gathering. Veblen could chair it, but no trustee

"\ participation is likely to be involved, "and that is even
more true since the symposium is being jointly sponsored and
jointly paid for by the Institute and the University„"
He suggests Veblen and he think the trustees if they wish to
honor Einstein on the occasion of his birthdqr , /takfe the /S/M%O
initiative In some action of their own.

Pulton to Oppenheimer, February 23, 19i|-9o

He understands perfectly and is taking up the question
of doing something about the birthday with Mre Maass.

D,Fulfcon, John F0
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Relations WOA1

PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

WOODWARD, E. L, Biographical

ROST 0¥

LINK

CRAIG, GORDON

Earle to the Director and Faculty S. H. S. and S. E. P.
Mentions proposed appointment of Drc Felix Gilbert for permanent
membership in the Institute, among others. He would like to see
E. L. Woodward who has twice been at the Institute and made a
deep impression upon the Institute members and the Departments of
History and Politics at Princeton,, Up to the present time,

(-,UW<H,,._ GĴ feert has not wanted to leave England, but the health of his
wife is now improved, and he may be willing to give serious
consideration to an appointment.

Rostow has been Harmsworth Professor at Oxford, and will be

Professor of American History at Peterhouse, Cambridge, 19̂ 9-1950.
Earle is canvassing him0

He suggests Link and Craig at Princeton, two professors,
for permanent appointments or perhaps for five years. Since
It seems/mwise tor_aLd the University Faculty, It should only
be considered if either of them is about to be bid away by some
other institution with terms that Princeton couldn't meet".

D, Historical Studies, Recommendations of Faculty
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SCHOOL OP MATHEMATICS Academic Organization

GENERAL (ANNALS) Publications

The difficulties of the Annals of Mathematics was
discussed by von Neumann and others. Professor Montgomery said
he was willing to resign his editorship of the A. M. S.
Bulletin to become editor of the Annals of Mathematics, and
Siegel is willing to assist. It was generally approved that
Montgomery should have a scientific assistant, a part of whose
time would be spent on editorial problems of the Annals.
Hope was expressed that the contribution of the Institute's
staff to editorial problems may be such that 50 per cent of
the papers submitted to the Annals may be automatically referred
to the staff of the Institute.

Minutes, School of Mathematics, 2/23/ij.9
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GENERAL Academic Organization

EARLE, E. M. Biographical

OPPE NHEIMER, ROBERT

Earle suggests title for new school: "School of
History & Politics" or "School of Historical and Political
Studies."

Letter from Earle to Oppenheimer of February 2l±, 191+9,
filed in Chronological file under 1949, 2/2lj..

School of Humanistic Studies IV, Vertical file
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POLICIES Administration

GENERAL Academic Organization

Earle to Oppenheimer, Inveighs strongly ftc ailing the
merged schools School of Historical Studies which would not
reflect the term Politics which he says he has been4*orking at
for the last ten years. He would like his activities reflected
•in the title. He cites the prestige of the term "politics"
ias in good standing among scholars and some of our greatest
/historians, William A. Dunning and Woodrow Wilson, Charles
'Mcllwain, are proud to call themselves students of politics and
were presidents of the American Political Science Association,,
Another reason why he wants the title to be the School of
Historical and Political Studies is the importance of
IBarold Sprout of the Department of Politics at Prins eton who has
•collaborated well, and does not consider himself an historian.
He mentions that Viner may not be enthusiastic about remaining
a permanent member if the term "economics" is dropped, and
suggests that everything should be done to keep him with the
Institute in his present connection. He says also that other
economists of broad interests, notably Lionel Robbins and ̂
Sir Henry Clay are men who think of economics in the same terms

as Adam Smith and John Stuart Mill.

He also suggests that some prospective donors might be
less interested if we alter our policy j£ams±ob£K±Hx concerning
the study of politics and statecraft. Furthermore, if the
Institute contemplates bringing a man in jurisprudence, the
title he suggests would be more reflectiv©0

D, Historical Studies, Recommendations of Faculty
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY February 21*,

Memorandum tos Dr* Oppenheimer

Frew: 1, M* Barle

This is to urge that the nans® for the school to be formed by
merger be "School of Historical and Political Studies" or "School of
History and Politics*1*

I feel strongly that it would b© a mistake to drop the word
"politics" or "political."1 They accurately describe a great many of the
things which have been don® in ssgr ®«Inar during the past ten years and
they truthfully describe some of the things which I hop© to do in the
future* We should not, therefore, b© advertising goods which we are not
pr@parad to sell. The term "politics", unlike th® tarn "political science",
is in good standing among oeholar® and some of our greatest historians—
for example William A» Dunning and Woodrow Wilson of an earlier generation
and Charles Mcllwain at th© present time— wer® proud to call themselves
students of politics arid were presidents of th© American Political Science
Association.

Another factor which enters into consideration is the loyal
support and effective cooperation I have had in the past with the Depart-
ment of polities at Princeton University, ©specially from Professor Harold
Sprout. »*ere we to use the title "School of Historical Studies" Sprout
and his colleagues might feel that they were less welcome than heretofore*
sine® none of them considers himself a historian*

of the Jcind arises concerning Vlner, 4s you
know, one of the eonsiderations of his cooing to Princeton was that he
would be a HQnber of the Institute, He may feel differently about being
a member of th® Institute, sine® the term "economics" apparently is to be
dropped from the title of our school. On the other hand, we should do
everything possible to retain finer *s affiliation with us, and the more
inclusion title "School of Historical 'and political Studies'1 might b® more
attractive to him* 1 do not know, but the possibility that this is so
might b® worth taking . into consideration*

the same applies to other economists of broad interests whom we
would wish to haw at the institute in th© near future— notably Lionel
Robbing and Sir Henry Clay, Hies© ara .man who think of economic© in the
sasa® terras as Adam Saith and John Stuart Mill, and with them politics as
well as economics is a field of genuine interest,

fher® ar® also certain tactical and strategical advantages in
th© suggested title ovar "School of Historical -Studies •" There are a
good many people isfao already know the Institute AS a place where studies
of politics are, in fact, being conducted arid who will obtain sos» erroneous
impressions if w@ are to drop the term politics entirely. There are
others too-including prospective donors to th® Institute— -who might be
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less interested were we to appear to them-whatevar the fact may be-
to alter our policy concerning the study of politics and statecraft.

lou will remember, too, that w© discussed the possibility
of sometime bringing to the Institute on Faculty appointment a student
of jurisprudence. The work of such a man if he were available—and
I have heard of on© possibility at the University of California-
would better be described as polities? it would not be history.

All of the foregoing reasons seem to HI© worthy of serious
consideration before a final decision is made.
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MAASS, HERBERT H. Biographical

OPPBNHEIMER, R.

Oppenheimer to Maass, March 1, 19̂ 9.

"It is only by chance that I know of your birthday
tomorrow, but I am grateful for that in that it gives me an
opportunity to send you my most cordial and friendly good wishes.

"I know that this Institute is only one of your many
interests, and only one of the institutions to which you have
been devoted and which is in debt to you. But a word from me
in thanks for the indispensable help without with we could not
now be operating at all may just be appropriate. I hope there
will be many birthdays, that they will be happy birthdays,
and that, as the years pass, you will look back on your
contributions to the Institute for Advanced Study with pleasure
and with pride."

To which Maas ̂responded with thanks: "My interest in and
devotion to the Institute has been heightened over the last
two years by knowledge of the fact that I was a party to inducing

you to become its Director. The progress it has made and will
continue to make under you is inspirational to me and I am sure
a source of great satisfaction to you." (March 2, 19i)J9)

Dk Maass, 19lj.7-
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AMD POLITICS Academic Organization

BUDGET Finance

STEWART, W . W . Biogi-aphial

OPFENHEIMER, R.

Stewart to Oppenheimer, March 3, i$pu.

He corrects a statement which he made previously to
Oppenheimer concerning Trustee approva3/6f the transfer from the
Economics Fund of $30,000 for each of two years (i^kk and 194-5)
as basic Institute support for the work in Economics. He says
that all his notes show is that Aydelotte authorized the transfer
when the budgets for the Institute were submitted to the
Treasurer. He does riot know whether Trustee action approved the
transfers or not« Answers to his inquiries show that on June 30,
19i|J4. and June 30, 1914-5 appropriations of $30,000 in each year
were mace from the Fund to the Budget.

He then attaches certain documents which are not present
in the file:

(1) The action of Rockefeller Foundation on the first
3-year grant — March 15, 19^0 and on the second 2-year grant
made February 19li3<,

(2) Willits to Aydelotte, May 26, 19^1, with the statement
that, 'any funds held over at the close of a year- for use during

subsequent years cannot, however, be considered as a portion of
the annual sum of $30,000 to be raised by the Institute prior

to claiming our f unds 0

(3) Gillette (Comptroller of Foundation) to Aydelotte,
July 26, 19l4l-* asking for notification, "that the additional
£30,000 has also been made available by the Institute for the
work in Economics for the year 194|4-45,M and Aydelotte to
Gillette, July 29, giving assurance, "that the lnstitute
Trustees have appropriated 030,000 for our work in economics
for the year l^k-L^ in accordance with our agreement."

( k ) Statement of May 21, 1 9/4.7 by Miss McNamara of the
New York office and attached statement by Miss Miller. "This
was the first occasion on which I learned of the discrepancy
between our local account (kept by MISS Miller) ana the account kept
in the New York office,,"
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(5) The attached table, (not attached) prepared in
May 194-7> shows the receipts and expenditures of the Fund over
the S-yes-F period, prepared to render a final accounting to
the Foundation as to the use of the Fund. Until the question
of the amount of the surplus in the Fund ana the disposition to
be made of it have been settled, no such final accounting can be
made0

The closing paragraphs indicate that though Oppenheimer
may not want tob e bothered, it is a matter of principle with
Stewart, and he thought Oppenheimer would want to know what was
Involvedo

S File, IAS, School of Economics, R. B0 Fund - correspondence
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SCHOOL 0? ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES

3/8

Academic Organization

At Faculty Meeting the Director reported that the two schools
had already held two joint meetings f or the discussion of general and
specific points; that ̂ fiSi* Earl e would "fee the school 's first executive
officer, and that no name had £et been s elected. "Since the reorganization:
| had, in fact, been established, it was not thought necessary to have
(further formal action."

Faculty Meeting Minutes, March fa', 19l|9, File V-l

PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION

GENERAL

SCHOOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES

EARIE, E. M.

3/8

Academic Personnel

Academic Organization

Biographical

The Director reported that fcince the School of
Economics and Politics and the School of Humanistic Studies
had already held two joint meetings, the reorganization
was in fact established. The name had not yet been
selected. No formal action required.

Earle ŵ s appointed Executive Officer of the new School.

Faculty Minutes, 3/8/14.9
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION

SCHOOL OP HISTORICAL STUDIES

MEMBERS

GILBERT, FELIX

Academic Personnel

Academic Organization

Academic Personnel

Biographical

Earle suggested permanent membership be off erred to
Dr. Felix Gilbert. Concensus was he was suitable, but

prolonged discussion of the formal status of the appointee,
"centering about the question of whether the appointment should
or should not prescribe specific duties, and the legally

related question of taxability."

There was discussion and conflict. It was moved and
seconded that the Director should write to Dr. Gilbert inviting
him to permanent membership, subject to concurrence of the
Trustees, with either a grant -in-aid , or a salary after
taxes of 06,000 a year and the usual TIAA arrangements.
Director authorized to discuss the matter with Dr. Gilbert,

Faculty Minutes, 3/8A9
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GENERAL Academic Procedures

WEYL, HERMANN Biographical

GILBERT, FELIX

¥eyl to Gilbert, March 10, 13-1-91

Offers to converse with him about an offer Gilbert
has evidently received to come to the Institute on a
permanent basis from the Hist ory Department at Bryn Mawr
College. "...I think I can well understand that the decision
will not be an easy one for you. I won't try to sway your
decision one way or the other; but whenever you would like
to discuss the whole matter with me as friend to friend, I
should be delighted to see you.

"When I was offered a position at the Institute early
in 1932 there was of course the additional complication that
the political fate of Germany still hung in the balance, and
that"acceptance meant emigration. But the issue teaching vs.
research also weighed heavily upon me. Here of course the

whole question, what the Institute is or ought bo be, comes
in too. I really should like to discuss these things with
you before you finally make up your mind."

(Earle informed ¥eyi, February 25, 1949, Ibid 0 that
the School of Economics and Politics and t he School of
Humanistic Studies were nominating Gilbert to permanent
membership. The matter was coming up before the next Faculty
meeting. (February 25, 19^9) )

w

¥ Ga-
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STRAUSS, LEWIS Biographical

El IB TEIN, ALBERT

The Hot Springs, Ark_^ Sentinel-Record for March Hi., 19̂ 9
stated that Oppenheimcr announced a special $15,000 Einstein award
established by the Lewis and Rose Strauss memorial fund. It would award the
$15,000 prize every three years to a scientist who has made an outstanding
contribution to knowledge in the mathematical arid physical sciences.

On the occasion of Einstein's 70th birthday three worla-famous
physicists issued statements of appreciation of Einstein's work:
Dr. Arthur Compton of St. Louis, ITobel prize winner and leading atomic
energy authority; Professor Jacques Eadamard of "^rance, noted
mathematician; and Professor Niels Bohr, outstanding physicist ana
Nobel prize winner. Their statements were issued through UNESCO.

A Pile, Albert Einstein
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EINSTEIN, A. Biographical

Press account of a day-long meeting of astronomers, physicists,
mathematicians, cosmologists honoring Einstein on his ?Cth birthday at the
Institute. New York Times, March 20, 19/J.9.

I. I,
Morning program? Oppenheimer, relativity in the atomic d/omain;

the implications of relativity for modern experimental physics by prof.
Rabi, Nobel Prize winner and physicist of Columbia University; also,
Professor Eugene P. Wigner of Princeton University. Afternoon program:
Professor E. P. Robertson of the California Institute -of Technology;
Dr. G. M. Clemence of the United States Naval Observatory, relativity
effects in planetary motions; and Dr. Hermann Weyl, the theory of relativity
as a stimulus to mathematical research.

"Silent at the morning session, Dr. Einstein electrified the
afternoon audience with comments on Dr. Robertson's paper. He went to
the blackboard and Illustrated his remarks with mathematical symbols."
A record paying tribute to Einstein by Professor Neils Bohr of Copenhagen
was played at the beginning of the afternoon session.

Rabi said, "...when was there another roan whose contribution was.
so great? When was there a theme as noble arid profound as the theory of

re la t iv i t?

"No other man before Einstein, or since h delved so deeply into
our most instinctive concepts of space£ time and causality,
brought up so much new knowledge and

no one has
understanding.

"Even the most modern experimental methods are as yet incapable of
grappling with the subtle and delicate effects predicted by Einstein's
general relativity theory (which unified, the laws of motion withthelaw
of gravitation.

"Great as these effects may be in terms of astronomical and
cosmological magnitudes, they have as yet proved inaccessible to terrestrial
experiment „

"Yet, I venture to predict that with the advance of microwave
techniques, by the time Professor Einstein's eightieth birthday rolls
around, experiments will exist which will demonstrate the effect of
gravitational potential on the rate of his favorite tlmeplece--the
atomic clock.
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"in 1905 Einstein created the theory of relativity, and in the same
year he re-created the quantum theory which Max Planck had. suggested
five years earlier. Since then these two theories have become
Inseparably intertwined, although not yet welded into a unity.

"without these children op Einstein's imagination, one natural
born, the other adopted, there would be no modern experimental physics./

"if we gave relativity back to Einstein," Prof. Rabi concluded,
"he would'have to take along with it a major portion of the most interesting
results of experimental physics and practically all the promise of the
future.

"He does not want it back, although the Nazis urged him very
strongly. It Is a gift to mankind and a treasure to future
generations. Tocay, as he enters his eighth decade, we all wish him
health, happiness and, what im perhaps even more for a physicist, beautiful
new discoveries."

A Pile, Albert Einstein
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March 23, 1949.

Sear Robert*

I have gone carofully over the whole record of the
grants from the Rockefeller Foundation for support/of the
work in Economics from 1940 to 1945. When I ao^tpted the
Directorship in 1919, I realized for the first like that
the Institute budget was unbalanced. I had been & Trustee
since the foundation of the Institute, bufLJiteikefr by my
fault or vhat, the fact that we were ruadoa^-a^de^eit had
never been aade clear to ae. Since l~have a hors5or> of
deficits, and believe that no phila^m«0|pB institution
ought to spend »ney Tssnich it deaiK/spv*Qv«j about the first
thing I did was to look around ftnr Jsmd^V/whieh would enable
as to balance our budget, and I_sue«^¥dea in 1940 in getting
these funds froa the lookef e

was aade on July 1,
dition that it be
erger, and that this

thre© years, be expended
ssary, over and above tSO,000
paid from Institute funds*

first grant
1940, for a three—year per
matched dollar for
sum, which amount
for work in Roono:
s year, which was

At the encKofJtms three ywrs the -stiole of the
RoakefeHer-Baraberger fond had not been expended, but en the
oth«r hand it was fait® clear that w® could not eanlintte to
remain solvent unless we had additional outside support. I
accordingly wade an agreement with Joe Wi.Hits that the
Rockefeller Foundation should sake us an additional appro-
priation of $70,000* as from July 1, 1943, on condition that
the Institute return to the Foundation thirty-five per cent
of the balance in the Rockefeller— Bawberger fund. This was
accordingly done, the amount returned to th« Foundation being

1 may say parenthetically that Mr.
attitude at that tlae was shown by the fact that he felt that
we ought to return to M» thirty-five per cent of hi* contri-
bution also, but I finally persuaded him not to insist upon
that.

1 Ks
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Dr. Robert 0ppetth«ia«r - p»2« Iteroh 23, 19149.

.The Institute then received from the Booteefeller
foundation In the spiring of 194S |70fOT3 for the worts to
""ot'iteiaiosj nifelt the understantfi. ng tte.it this also be aatched
by Mr. Baflberger, which was stone.

ifeatwjhile Mr. IMNHHV had aoawhat changed his
abtltodo — 1 think 1 oan say without boastingj clue partly
to my wewkly lttnsh««:nis with hint* He had been wic0rt»alii itoat
to do with the r«a*ind*r of his f0rtta»t b«t in Jftmauy before
•he diad h« told ra« that 1 ri®@d not worrj wny «ore afoemt toe
'future of tte Institute. Ht»n lie died, his last Will,
wss dsted. P»broary of that year, left wry
fuaefe for the 8apt»rt of fee Institute, and tha/ilocif.0fe3Jtor-

• liaaberger fund TMS merged with tee other inecnM .< f the Ia~
stitute^ with tha exj»stafeion on tbe part of fcfce Trustees
,that thia fund and mor© would b« i»«dto<i for tlw w^rk in
'•^on-oiilos, Aotuallj the expendituree 01 'tins Sofis^olkof
fioonoaiios did saot inarease as rat)idi^"Si^H4i® expeb^0df and
a. case ai^it be made for ®«'««firktog'x"'pbAicjn ••-f this fund
for TSprk in EooiK>aio®» Iliarw i&'n^o&a&etian on the part
of the Institute to return anythingN^tlro Rookefsller
?ouwlatlx>n» If you wnt »© %^-^^Vca^fli»:«tioa of thia
froa Dr. Joseph B» WiiIite,/%^4iaM\*>fe\^^<i to d© so.

Or* Robert Qppenhe
Institute for &droRO«d
Prinoetoa, Ikaw Jersey
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BUDGET Finance

.

At Faculty Meeting the Director presented the buoget for
examination and question (F Y 19̂ 9-50) and suggested that the standing
committee help the Director to prepare the next budget.

Faculty Meeting Minutes, April 9, 19ij.9, File V-l
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KJILDIBfGS AMD GBOUHDS

PR1 HCETON ' U HI VEKS I fl*

OEUEBAL (flew Jersey)

Facilities

He lat Ion® WOM

GOVERSMEIf RBLATIOHS

Letter from George A. Bi alee ley to Dr. A^blott©, li/lif/ij.9 > In regard
to plans for the Princeton Battlefield.

Piled In Vertical Pile under B, Buildings end Grounds*

A File, IAS
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twi of to
that imy be ©f tfce tustitttte*!?
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FOUNDERS (MEMORIAL) Corporation

VEBLEN, 0. Biographical

The existing paths previously cut out by some of the faculty
should be used.

Minutes of October 21, 191+9 decision on Pounders' Walk—
grass to edge of woods, trail through to Stony Brook, cable
suspension bridge crossing it and bronze placque.

u w

D, Minutes (Drafts, etc.)
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1949 4/15

BUILDINGS AMD GROUNDS Facilities

The officers of the Board were given power to make a decision on whether on not
the Institute should purchase the Turnbull property on the corner of Mercer St. and Olden
Lane. It was l̂ e and spacious and might serve as a guest house.

Tr. Min. 4/05/̂ 9 P. 3
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DIRECTOR Corporation

TRUSTEES

The Director recommended, and it was moved and carried by the Board, that an
Academic Committee be appointed to serve as a semi-formal channel by which the Trustees
could familiarize themselves with the academic work of the Institute. He felt this
would serve more purpose than the Director making a report annually.

Tr. Min. 4/15/̂ *9 P. 3
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HONORS Academic Personnel

For new concepts in American thought the Institute had been awarded the Lord and
Taylor American Design Award for 19̂ 9» a prize of $1000.

The Director read the following press release:

11' On the occasion of the seventieth birthday of Albert Einstein, the trustees of
the Lewis and Rosa Strauss Memorial Fund have established the Einstein Award to be
administered by the Institute for Advanced Study, it was announced today by the Director.
It is contemplated that a prize of $15,000 will be awarded every three years to a
scientist who has made an outstanding contribution to knowledge in the mathematical
and physical sciences.1"

Tr. Kin.
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BUDGET COMMITTEE Corporation

Discussion and approval of the Budget as submitted, for 19̂ 9-1950

Tr. Min. bfo/ty p. 1
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STANDING COMMITTEE Corporation

Due to the postponement of the annual meeting of the members of the Corp.
Chairman proposed that the membership of the Standing Committees remain the same
until the scheduled fall meeting.

Tr. Min. 4/157̂ 9 p. 1
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1949

ACHESON, DEAN Biographical

UNDER, H.F.

HANCOCK, JOHN M.

Mr. Leidesciorf recommended the election of Mr. H.F.Linder for a term of four
years to fill the vacancy /[Left by the resignation of Mr. Dean Acheson, the term
expiring in 1953.

In April 1948 it was recommended that Mr. John M. Hancock be elected for a term
of four years to fill the vacancy left by the resignation of Mr. Henry Allen Moe(1947);
and Mr. Dean Acheson for a term of five years vice Mr. Leo Wolaan (1948).

Corp. Min.
4/15/49 p. 1
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EMIGRES Academic Personnel

The Institute's listing by the Attorney General as an approved institution for
immigrant students was being reviews; should it be revoked it would greatly affect

Tr. Min. $ ^/15/ty p. 3
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TAXATION Governemtn Relations

The question of income tax exemption on Institute grants was felt by the Director
to be worrisome since several permanent members continued to have apprehension about
their tax status. It was suggested that the problem be discussed and a test case be
presented to the Internal Revenue Service for ruling.

Tr. Min. 4/15/̂ 9 p. 3
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PAIS, ABRAHAM Biographical

Due to his implied interest in continuinĝ his association with the Institute,
the Director recommended, with approval of Faculty and School of Mathematics, that
Dr. Pais's 5-year appointment be changed to ayi permanent membership with a taxable
salary of $8000 and TIAA contribution of 5 o/o with Paid contributing a like amount.
The Board concurred with this proposed action.

Tr. Kin. 4/15/̂ 9 p.
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

ROCKi^'ELLER

AYDELOTTE, P.

WILLITS

Academic Organization

Foundations

Biographical

Aydelotte to Willits.

Informs him he ix has been asked by the Trustees and
Dr, Oppenheimer to take up the question of the riockef eiler-Bamberger
Fund with Willits because he knew most about the details in which
the gift was made. He encloses copy of a memorandum which he is
sending to Dr. Oppenheimer, together with relevant document 0. "I
think we perhaps made a bookkeeping error in not setting a side the
surplus in this fund for the School of Economics in 19̂ -5* The
fact was, however, that we had by this time the receipts from
Mr. Baraberger's will, ana were quite prepared to supply the School
of Economics with more money than, in fact, the School needed,,
Since 19̂  the kBuigsi School has spent, of course, muc}£ more than
the s urplus of the fund."

S> Pile, Rockefeller-Bamberger Fund
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rL Academic Activities

SCHOOL OP HISTORICAL STUDIES Academic Organization

"in these days of crumbling values it falls to the lot of
humanists to save learning and scholarship from extinction and
it is the privilege of Institutes iike ours to become the asylum
particularly of those studies which in a period of upheaval considers
of no use whatever."

History of fine arts well supported in our universities:
research in prehistoric archaeology and Oriental culture, as well
as in epigraphy and paleography, have only a precarious footing in
our larger universities and are utterly neglected in our colleges.

Prom unsigned memo from Faculty of School of Historical
Studies to Director.
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic ^Personnel

GILBERT, FELIX Biographical

PAIS

Director presented Gilbert's letter of April 3, 19^9
declining the membership offered him at the Institute because
of lack of teaching which the Institute's position carried—
teadhing of the kind he was getting at Bryn Mawr, He found
it very important for the clarification of his ideas on
history and a great stimulus.

The DIrect9r, himself, proposed to change the present
status of Pals to convert his $6,000 annual zalacR :̂ grant to
an 08,000 annual salary, the usual TIAA arrangement, and

permanent status rather than five-year tenure. Approved.

Faculty Minutes ij./19A9
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

MEMBERS

Two extensions to three years approved: Dr. Bruria Kaufman
and Dr. KatEJbuec Harish-Chandra. But both had been a ssi stants

for one jear, so no approval by the full Faculty was necessary.

Faculty Minutes, ij./19A9
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION

MEMBERS

MIT RANT, DAVID

Academic Personnel

Biographical

The Director reported Mitrany had been given a grant of
$!).,000 for the present spring terra from the contingency fund,
School of Historical Studies recommended this sum be offered
Mitrany in any one of the next three years. Faculty made no
objection.

Faculty Minutes, ij/19/l|.9
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

GOEDENWEISER, E. A . Biographical

Goldenweiser was conducting a seminar and seeing a
book on monetary policy through the press. Warren recommended
him for a fourth year without stipend. No objection,

Faculty Minutes
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

MEMBERS

CLEMENT, PAUL Biographical

Meritt recommended extension of Clement's membership
another year without a grant, Meritt said it was not a
permanent arrangement, but it was hoped that Clement would
continue his association with the Institute. No objection.

Faculty Minutes 14/19 A 9
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

SWARZENSKI, HAMS Biographical

Panofsky announced Swarzenski had resigned his
Institute membership to accept a permanent appointment as
Assistant Curator at the Boston Museum of Pine Arts,

Faculty Minutes, [}./19A9
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

TAXATION iMvernment Relations

Taxability of grants still problem, particularly for
permanent members. Trustees proposed test case, and Alexander
had consented. Faculty concurred with seeking ruling on two
typical cases.

Faculty Minutes, p. 208
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

BUDGET (FACULTY BUDGET) Finance

DIRECTOR Administration

Budget presented by the Director for the fiscal year 1914-9-50,
and suggested the Faculty study it and that the next year the
Standing Committee help the Director in preparing the budget.

Faculty Minutes, ij./19/i|.9
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TAXATION (INCOME TAX) Government Relations

PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

The Director reported tax in the case of permanent
members was a worrisome question. The Chairman of the Board
of Trustees had suggested a test case. Alexander submitted
his case for a text.

Faculty Minutes
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

EMIGRES

GENERAL Government Relations

Director reported on new amendments to the Federal Code
affecting the approval of the Institute aa an institution for
immigrant students. Certification from the Institute was
required by the Attorney General, and he hoped approval
would be given, but he intended to appeal the matter if it
were not.

Faculty Minutes, ij./19/i|.9
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TAXATION GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

The Director reported at Faculty Meeting that the problem of
whether or not Institute grants, particularly in the case of permanent
members, should, be taxed. The Chairman of the Board of Trustees had
suggested that a test case might be presented to the Internal Revenue
Service. Discussion followed: Professor Alexander had expressed willlngrES
to have his case a test one. The faculty save its concurrence to the
proposal that a ruling would be asked on one or two typical cases0

Faculty Meeting Minutes, April 9, 19̂ 9, Pile V-l
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NATIONAL ACADEMY OP SCIENCES Relations WOAI

Bronk,
S1SCK Detler ¥., Foreign Secretary, National Academy of

Sciences, Washingfion, D, G.

W Pile, Bran
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POLICIES

MEMBERS (PROFESSORS EMERIRI)

PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION

OPPENHEIMER, R.

LIMFORTH

Administration

Academic Personnel

Biographical

Oppenheiraer memorandum to faculty:

Cherniss wrote tentatively to Professor Linforth retired
from Department of Greek U. C. inquiring whether he wished to
come here as a member, with the implication we could make a
grant-in-aid available. While everyone would welcome Linforth,
some members expressed concern on policy of offering stipends
for academic people who are retired.

Oppenheimer proposed to write Linforth stating as a
decision of policy for the time being we should reserve
stipend funds for younger people. We would welcome professors
emeriti when iksy their work seems suitable for the Institute

and in the measure in which we *mibixxHXJs±x could receive
< them: in some cases even meeting expenses of transportation
but that we could not give them grants-in-aid.

Oppenheimer concluded that since this was an enunciation
of policy he wanted the faculty's concurrence or disagreement
or statement that a meeting was-necessary.

Stewart: agreed with principle but would apply it to the
next case to save embarrassment. What about RasjjLn? Does
welcoming mean provide office space and secretarial assiatance
sra^yifl^TgR^3ftei-prg:glg8ryiriT*TOkTg;gyt^
in membership in some group—he thinks so. Holds that
stipends should go to jrwirgsgirgripagjcy an increasing number of
.younger men. Meritt expressed approval on his and Cherniss1
part. Panofsky (despite FrajakljHholeheartedly" concurred with
the policy.
*

¥eyl agreed but pointed out Siegel was afraid the first
application of the polfcy would be against Niel£_Bohr»
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GIFTS Finance
AYDELOTTE, P. Biographical

Lord and Taylor made an award to the IAS for creative work in the
art® and sciences fe^J«kta,».J«si«i±«±1e in 1949. Oppenheimer asked
Aydelotte to represent the Institute in accepting the award which was
accompanied by $1,000.

A committee of 9 professors and Mrs. Leary were seated at the
luncheon at which the award was made

Memorandum Aydelotte to Maass ana Leidesdorf, April 20,
A Pile, IAS
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BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

HOUSING

Facilities

April 22, report of William Bradley to Qppenheimer.
analyzing the Turnbull house iffhich is for sale. Estimates
total cost $92,000 with minimum improvements. Yearly
operating costs estimated at S9,150. If rentals ggst|:ft&i6- of
$100 a room per month were charged on the second floor and
$50 a month on the third floor and assuming the house to be
fully occupied for six months of each calendar year, Bradley
estimated that it would be necessary for the Institute to
subsidize the operation at the cost of approximately^/
15,000 a year. The Turnbulls were told noe

D, Turnbull House
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BUILDUPS AND GROUNDS Facilities

A letter from George A. Brakely, Vice-President and Treasurer of
Princeton University, to Aydelotte,

"Although we are very much disappointed, I am very glad to have the
specific Information as to the action taken at the meeting of the
Institute.

!tlt, appears by your attitude and your belief that sooner or later
the Institute will make a reasonable contribution of property to the
Battlefield..

"Whenever you can arrange with Mr. Haass, I shall be glad to have
a chance of talking with him."

A Pile, Institute for Advanced Study
i
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PRINCETON UNIVEitSITY Relations WOAI

EKa GHEES Academic Personnel

DODDS, HAROLD Biographical

Dodds to Mr. Karl I. Zimmerman, District Director,
Immigration & Naturalization Service, U. S. Department of
Justice, lj.2 South l5th Street, Philadelphia 2, Penna« ,
asking that the Institute be approved for the attendance of
immigrant students,,

Piled in Chronological file under 19i|9,

D Pile, Immigration & ^aturlization Service
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Princeton, New Jersey

President1s Room

April 29th,

Dear Mr. Zimmerman!

It has "been brought feo my attention fey the Director
that the Institute for Advanced Study desires to oualify for
approval by the Attorney General as a school for the attendance
of immigrant students. I hope that this approval will be
granted.

The Institute for Advanced Study is, as you know,
located in Princeton. Its members, both those from the United
States and those from abroad, are engaged in post doctoral
research and study. Members of the Princeton faculty have
at one time or another been members of the Institute. I am
glad to certify that the nature and duality of their work
compare favorably with that which they do within our University
or any other in the world, and has proved most helpful to
them as members of our staff.

We normally grant to members of the Institute full
privilege to attend the classed and seminars at the University.,
It has been a usual practice for the scholars of the two
institutions to hold common seminars for mutual benefit.

There is no doubt at all that the quality of the
academic work at tbs Institute for Advanced Study and the
facilities there offered for such study fully justify its
inclusion by the Attorney General on the list of schools
approved for the attendance of immigrant students.

Yours sincerely,

(Signed) Harold Dodds

Mr. Karl I. Zimmerman,
District Director,
Immigration & Naturalization Service,
U.S. Department of -Justice,
U2 S, 15th Street,
Philadelphia 2, Penna.
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BENEFITS Academic Personnel

EARLE, E. M. Biographical

OPPENHEIMER, R.

Earle to Oppenheimer, April 30, 19̂ 9.

Oppenheimer has received letters dated April 20 and April 25
in re: benefits. His comment is that there is grave dangeri by
using the Institute's funds in support of older men that we might,
as Einstein once said, turn the Institute into an institution.,
He is glad that we have not adopted a rule "which, deprives us
of discretion." He quotes Oppenheimer as having said once, "that
the only rule which yaa [Oppenheimer] thought imperative would
be to the effect that we never should bring a man here beyond
the age of retirement merely to improve his own security,,"

D Pile, Sa±K£ Earle, Edward M.,
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GENERAL Public Relations

AYDELOTTE, P. Biographical

New» story on Lord and Taylor award to IAS on unique education
effort.

Piled in Chronological Pile under 19̂ 9, 5/3 •

D, Lord and Taylor Award
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Lord ^Taylor Presenting the 12th AnnuaTLord & Taylor Awards for Creative Tnuflang

Gives Awards ^
To Scientists
Dr. Quimby and Dr.Wiener,

With Princeton, Woods
Hole, Get $1,000 Prizes

Two scientists and two scientific
insitutipns received $1,000 prizes
each yesterday for creative think-
ing, in the twelfth annual pres-
entation of American Design
Awards by Lord & Taylor, during
a Waldorf-Astoria luncheon at-
tended by 1,400 persons.

Those honored were:
Dr. Edith Quimby, associate!

professor of radiology at the)
Columbia University College of
Psysicians and Surgeons, for work
with radioactive materials.

Dr. Norbert Wiener, professor of
mathematics at the Massachusetts;
Institute of Technology, for de- j
veloping the new science of cyber- f
netics, studying control mechan-
isms in machines and the human
nervous system.

The Institute for Advanced
Study in Princeton, for bringing
together scientists in fundamental
studies.

The Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institute, Woods Hole, Mass., for
pioneering scientific studies .of the
sea.

Eecipients Praised
Miss Dorothy Shaver, president

of Lord & Taylor, said the work
of each "embodies a great dream,
a profound original concept,"
opening "unexplored areas of
knowledge to jjnan" and giving
"new direction "to our way of life.
The awards, sttrted in 1937, aim,
Miss Shaver sajd, to "give encour-
agement and jBJbcognition to indi-
vidual creative effort."

Slides to illustrate various
phases of the work were flashed
on the huge wall behind Miss
Shaver in the first commercial
public showing in the United
States of a projector called Pic-
turama, produced by the Vitarama
Corporation, of Huntington, L. I.
This enables one to five photo-
graphs to be shown at once on a
forty-foot-wide screen, and Miss
Shaver said the only two other
machines were being used by the
United States in democratization
programs in Germany and Japan.

Dr. Quimby, fifty-seven, was a
physicist at Memorial Hospital
from 1919 to 1942 before joining
the Columbia faculty. Calling
radioisotopes "miracle substances,"
now available in quantity from
the Oak Ridge atomic pile, she
said they were useful in medi-
cal treatment but even more "ex-
citing" in learning the ways of
living organisms.

Dorothy Shaver (extreme left), president of the store, presenting
the American Design Awards yesterday tit the Waldorf-Astoria to
(left to right) Dr. Edith Quimby, associate professor of radiology
at Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeorsct J9g*s-
Norberl Wiener, professor of mathematics at Massachusetts Institute

Don Rice"
of Technology; Dr. Frank Aydelotte, director emeritus of the Insti-
tute for Advanced Study in Princeton, who received the award for
the institute, and Dr. Columbus O'Donnell Iselin, director of the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute, of Woods flnle^Mjuss,, who
received the award for hii institute. The prizes were $1,000 each
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The awards, sorted in 1937, aim,
Miss Shaver said, to "give encour-
agement and fecognition to indi-
vidual creative effort."

Slides to illustrate various
phases of the work were flashed
on the huge wall behind Miss
Shaver in the first commercial
public showing in the United
States of a projector called Pic-
turama, produced by the Vitarama
Corporation, of Huntington, L. I.
This enables one to five photo-
graphs to be shown at once on a
forty-foot-wide screen, and Miss
Shaver said the only two other
machines were being used by the
United States in democratization
programs in Germany and Japan.

Dr. Quimby, fifty-seven, was a
physicist at Memorial Hospital
from 1919 to 1942 before joining
the Columbia faculty. Calling
radioisotopes "miracle substances,"
now available in quantity from
the Oak Ridge atomic pile, she
said they were useful in medi-
cal treatment but even more "ex-
citing" in learning the ways of
living organisms.

Inventor of Cybernetics
Bearded Dr. Wiener, fifty-five,

Was described by Miss Shaver as
"an engineer, a neurologist, a

.physiologist and something of a
Setective story writer," as well as
Siathematician. He speaks eight
languages, including Chinese. He
was graduated from Tufts at four-
teen and received his doctorate
from Harvard at eighteen.

Of the science he has christened
"cybernetics," Miss Shaver .said it
"forces us to realize that we are
in the midst of the second indus-
trial revolution," in which com-
puting: machines have taken over
an immense burden of calculating
a^a correlating informatiSn. So,
she said, men can become freer to
produce creative ideas.

The Princeton award was ac-
cepted by Dr. Frank Aydelotte, di-
rector emeritus, who hailed his
predecessor, Dr. Abraham Plexner,
for the original idea, and Louis
Bamberger and his sistre, Mrs.
Felix Fuld, former Newark de-
partment store owners, for making
the institute financially possible
in 1930.

"Truth for Truth's Sake"
Miss Shaver termed the institute

"the first and only place of its
kind in the world," based on the
belief that "truth for truth's sake
becomes truth for main's sake."

The Woods Hole award was ac-
cepted by Dr. Columbus O'Donnell
Iselin, fifty-four, an oceanographer
at the institution since 1932 and
director since 1940. Miss Shaver
said work there "proved that the
earth's bounty does not stop at the
shore," and opened Ways for the
ocean to "supplement the land in
sustaining the earth's population."

Dr. Iselin hoped the award
might call attention to "what
seems to us a serious lack of
balance in the present research
effort." Only one of every thou-
sand American scientists now
works in marine research, he said,
while "many practical applications
could be made of a more thorough
understanding of the marine
environment."

On the program also, Senator
Hubert Humphrey, Democrat, of
Minnesota, asserted the demo-
cratic goal of this generation in-
volves both freedom and security.

Thomas J. Watson, president of
the International Business Ma-
chines Corporation, made an un-
scheduled speech of praise for
Miss Shaver, to which the sur-
prised store executive replied "the
only thing that makes it possible
for any one to do anything is to
have friends."
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AIDELOTTE, FRANK Biographical

FLEXNER, ABRAHAM

Dr. Aydelotte received^the 19̂ 9 Lord and Taylor Design Award at the Waldorf
Astoria on this date. He paid tribute to Dr. ̂ lexner and said he wished Flexner were
there to receive the award rather tham himself. He summarized the beginning and
purpose of the Institute.

Tr. Min. 5/20/49 Appendix
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REPORTS Administration

COMMITTEES (ON NOMINATIONS) Corporation

TRUSTEES

Report of the Nominating Committee, May 6,

Filed in Chronological Pile under 19lj.9, 5/6.

D, Committee on Nominations
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May 6, I9U9

Report of the Nominating Committee

The Nominating Committee of the Board of Trustees of the
Institute for Advanced Study met on the afternoon of May 5th in Mr.
Leidesdorf !s office in New York City. The Chairman of the Committee,
Mr. Wilmarth Lewis, and Mr. Leidesdorf and Mr. Rosenwald, as members
attended; the Director was present throughout. The Director was
asked to act as secretary by the Chairman; and presents herewith the
formal recommendations of the Committee.

(1) In considering the nominations of officers for the
Board and Corporation, and in further considering nominations to
membership on the Board, the Nominating Committee had occasion to
examine the by-laws. It was the opinion of the Nominating Committee
(a) that the by-laws, as at present written, are not entirely con-
sistent with each other; (b) that the by-laws, as at present written,
are not consistent with practice"as it has been established during
the last years; and (c) that quite apart from questions of consistency,
there are many important respects in which the by-laws could be
improved. As an example in point, the by-laws require that the Director
be elected annually,; and they further state that he is a member of
the Board of Trustees and a member of the Corporation. In actual fact,
the Director has been given a permanent appointment, and has not served
as a member either of the Corporation or the Board. Many other equally
confusing instances of the inadequacy of the present laws can be
adduced. It is therefore recommended to the Board that it establish
a committee, to be appointed by the chair, to rewrite the by-laws with
points (a), (b) and (c) above in mind. It is suggested to the Board
and to the chair that the Chairman and the Director be among the members
of this committee.

(2) The Nominating Committee recommends that before the
completion of the work outlined above (a) the offices of the Chairman
of the Board and the President of the Corporation be separated; (b)
an interim definition, to be supplemented by the new by-laws, of the
duties of these two offices be determined; (c) that the resignation of
Mr. Maass as President of the Corporation be accepted; and (d) that the
Board elect Mr. Lewis Strauss to the Presidency of the Corporation.
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(3) Pending the completion of the work outlined under (1),
the Nominating Committee believes it inappropriate to take formal
action on the membership of the Board; and suggest that the Board ask
the three members whose terms now expire to continue to serve until
the by-laws have been rewritten to provide a workable basis for the
operations of the Institute.

Robert Oppenheimer
For the Committee

Note; This report is written from my own notes and submitted directly,
A copy of it has gone to all members of the Nominating Committee,
who will feel free to supply any corrections or additions which
are needed.
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

SALARIES Academic Personnel

MITRANY, D. Biographical

AYDELOTTE, P.

OPPENHEIMER, R.

PLEXNER, A.

EARLE, E. M.

RIEPIER, WINFIKLD W.

Mitrany to Aydelottie, May 10, 19ij-9o

Piled under Chronological Pile, 19̂ 9, 5/10.

See also copy of Mitrany to Oppenheimer 5/12/Lf.9 with historical
note (3 pp«) on confusions in terms of his appointment ana salary dating
from beginning of his appointmento
A Pile, Davict Mitrany
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ffffi INSTITUTE FOR AWANGED

Princeton, Hew Jersey

May 3.0, 1949.

Dear Aydelottei

It is awful to have to leave without seeing you. If I had
known earlier that you would be sway, I nould have changed ray Own
arrangements. As it happens, I shall actually have a day loss to spend
here, as I have just heard that we are embarking aboard on Thursday
evening. ,. ;'"v4

1 am all the raore sorry, as 1
told you privately of my discussions wi
for my little holiday, I suggested to h
year till 65, at the present stipe:
that I needed that to keep up the
amount to some §2300 yearly,
and on returning here this weeken
of 4- to 2 those he consulted^
one visit at that rate of
considered if say work seeded to jiipiti.fy',

That of
that Earle has bee;
because I was not,
the Director yes'
talk was quite
views of Earle
would have to write h~
it to Ma to make use

iave liked to have
ctor. B»fore going

f or one tera each
000. jNfrankly told him

payments, which
uld consult the faculty,

"ormed me that by a majority
my being promised more than

ded that this might be re»
or words to that effect*

up, especially as I had heard
ire and abroad that I was not wanted

hing. So I had another very frank talk with
Men for the first time I spoke out, and the
the Director much more outspoken in his
and I said that in the circumstances I

a let%n% putting my viewsj therefore leaving it
of it or not if the issue should arise again.

It is really incredible that my colleagues should be so mean
as to obstruct an arrangements of so a natural and fantastic that
they should seek to justify their attitude with such an argument, when I
am the only one of the five who has done any work at all, and not without
soae success in acadeisic and general quarters, Tou may reaeaiberthat when in
194-6 you asked ae whetiuor I was ready to come back, I gave you as one ground
for ay hesitation, apart from the fact you yourself were fe aving, and that
I knew not what would happen to the social sciences here, that Earle on &
visit to London had used such abusive language about Rieffler that I could
not face such a cantankerous atmosphere. The man is really patisologioal
and someone should check him, for he is doing harm to the Institute. And I
can't understand how decent men like Stewart and Warren, who must know of
his antics, do not tell him to behave like an adult. It is partly because I
know this would lead to trouble that, as much for ft*. Oppenheioer's sake as
for mine, I refrained fro® (suggesting ray coming back on a periaanent basisj
and the disappearance of the social science program is another reason, though
I well understand and sympathize with the reasons which led the Director to
take such a step.
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Aiyhow, this is the situation, very unsatisfactory
for m®, and I think very unfair to mm, I have not pressed the
Director to change his mind, as this -would have meant his writing
the faculty,

Are you likely to be coming over to England, this fall?
In any case, I wish you and Mrs. Aydelotte a very happy stammer, and
I think you again for all your encouragement and good will, and both
of you for your friendly receiptiona. -

With all good wishes,

SincerereJy yox
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Academic Organization

Academic Personnel

SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

SALARIES

MITRANY, D.

OPPENHEIMER, R.

PLEXNER, A.

EARLE, E. M.

RIBFLER, W.

Mitrany to Oppenheimer, answered one from. Oppenheimer May 5', (not
in f i le) . He takes temrfarliff^ ??^w £ / fcg €,, at implications in the
Director's letter whTchTapparently p i f t s h l m on Was- very limited tenure
of part-time with the Institute. He encloses a "note" giving some
historical facts asjto his conne ction with the Institute. (1) He did
not return to Princeton as soon as the war was over, first because his
wife was too ill to leave, second because he thought that there was

much change^ taking place in the social science field which he had to study
and watch.

He alludes to the Flexner regime. "l doubt if anyone was
thwarted in h is work as I was.." The first appointment i n the School of
Economics and Politics, "I came here on the clear understanding that *,
I would have to organize the group to carry out a program for it d'/-
enthusiastically approved by Dr. Flexner—but the whole thing was 3,
twisted before it got started. There were no working relations within v

our group, and what was worse, as an indirect consequence of top policy,
personal relations also were unhealthy. All this, one hoped, would be
set right under Dr. Aydelotte. It was, therefore, a shock when he asked
me in 19^6 whether I was ready to come back, to hear tfeat the same time
that he himself was leaving; all the more, as only a little earlier during
a visit to London I was much distressed to hear Mr. Earle speak in pretty
strong language of Riefler and sjilf&c, that 'I can't stand the man a nd won ' t
have anything to do with him. '"

He alludes W some defensiveness to his association with
Unilever—association with "big business." He Drives a detailed account
of his associations and publications during the post-war period.
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"Finally, as I said, there is also a financial reason. When I
was visiting professor at Harvard in 1932-3 and was discussing with^Flexner
my coming here, he asked my view about salaries, in general. I replied
urging him not to offer higher salaries than those paid by the main
universities, not to appear to be 'buying1 people from elsewhere — and also,
so that the Institute's attraction should be the chance for quiet work
and not high salaries." Then he outlined that he did not misunderstand
Flexner's reference to the salaries for Einsteinand Weyl because they had
lost all their possessions. He said Plexner urged him to build a house.
Then Flexner told him he had no funds to increase his salary, but that he
would not have to retire at 65 since he had to start a new life at Princeton
"The first undertaking was broken as soon as it was made0 With Dr. Aydelotte
retirement, it was also a shock to hear that the second also had been ruled
against by the Trustees." He went to Unilever at the same salary he was
getting at the Institute, and paid his own expenses at his own insistence,
although invited to charge them to the concern. "So that all these year§
though connected withthe big business concern, in fact I Lave been getting
less than my colleagues here (since 19̂ -3 I have also paid both parts of
the superanuation). One reason was obviously that I took it for granted
that I would be coming back here. It was only when the nature of relations
and the means of living here appeared soxbad, because of old attitudes and
new rulings, that I naturally hesitated.*

A File, David Mitrany
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PLEXNE3, ABRAHJW Biographical

_ . account (New York Tlmes_)May 13,

Plexner at 82 enrolled as a student In art and literature courses
at Columbia University,, X&EXJL Plexner enrolled in fine arts course of
Dr. Upjohn with history of art from ancient times through the Renaissance.
Took the succeeding course In the history of arts. He also took a course
In literature of American History given by Professor Allan Kevins . He
has taken a course on Chauser ana literature of the Middle Ages.

"The best thing a man can do after he has retired is to s tudy.. .
he can always learn from abler men in many fields. I have never met
anyone who knew more about the history of art than Dr. Upjohn."
Dr» Upjohn said after the interview, "When you have someone like
Dr. Plexner in a class, i t 's like putting a tescL under a hoyfrsefe saadle."

A. Pile, Plexner Abraham
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BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Facilities

Discussion of proposed site for lake as memorial to Mr. Bamberger and Mrs. Fuld.
It was moved and carried that the Director be authorized to employ competent engineering
and landscape services to develop a plan to be submitted to the Board for approval.

Tr. Kin. 5/20/̂ 9 p.
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STANDING COMMITTEES Corporation

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Mr. Maass, Chairman ex officio; whole membership of the Board
with four constituting a quorum.

FINANCE COMMITTEE: Mr. Leidesdorf, Chairman, Messrs. Maass, Schaap, Strauss,
Hancock, Linder.

BUDGET COMMITTEE: Mr. Weed, Chairman, Messrs. Hancock, Leidesdorf, Linder, Rosenwald.

COMMITTEE OK NOMINATIONS: Mr. Rosenwald, Chairman, Messrs. Leidesdorf, Lewis.

COMMITTEE ON BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS: Mr. Veblen, Chairman; Messrs. Bamberger, Schaap.

Special Committees:

ACADEMIC COMMITTEE: Messrs. Fulton, Lewis, Veblen; Committee to elect own Chairman.

COMMITTEE TO REVISE THE BY-LAWS: Messrs. Leidesdorf, Oppenheimer, Strauss.

K o

Tr. Min. 5/20/̂ 9 p. 2
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GIFTS

VEBEEN, OSWALD

Finance

Biographical

Prof. Veb^en wished to deed his home at 58 Battle Road to the Institute. ''If the
Trustees were willing to accept this gift, it was suggested that a supplementary annuity
be given to Professor and Mrs. Veblen during their lives." The specified details were
left to the Finance Committee to be reported to the -̂ oard.

I £ 1 1» » f . <* ( ft 0 .v 6 i 9

Tr. Min. 5/20/̂ 9 p. 1
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GENERA! (By-Laws) Corporation

"It was moved and carried to amend Section 1 of Article IV of the by-laws as
follows:

RESOLVED that Section 1 of Article IV of the by-laws of the Corporation be amended
by placing a period after the word 'Treasurer1 in such section/nd striking out from
such section the follox̂ ing language appearing after the work Treasurer, to wit:

•Provided however, that the person elected to the office of President shall also
be the Chairman of the Board, and the person elected as Vice President, shall also be
the Vice Chairman of the Board1, and substituting therefor the following:

'The office of President and of Chairman of the Board may be held by different
persons or by the same person, and the office of Vice President and Vice Chairman may
likewise be held by the same person or by different persons.'"

Tr. Kin. 5/20/̂ 9 p. 1
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GENERAL (BY-LAWS) Corporation

See amendment certificate of incorporation and by-laws to and
including May 20, 19i|-9.

Institute
A File,/Ffe*w!rrrrr»«%«^
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BUDGET Finance

QEN1RAL (BY-LAWS) Corporation

Budget procedure prescribed in By-Laws as of that date
(Probably adopted previously): Director ascertains from
Treasurer estimated income during next academic year;
receives from each school its recommendations as to its
needs and plans* These considered and amended as may be
deemed advisable by the Director and the Chairman of the Board,
Then submitted to the Budget Committee with power to amend,

Certificate of Incorporation and By-Laws for the Institute for
Advanced Study as Amended to and Including May 20, 191̂ 9 (Piled B under
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19*1-9

BY-LAWS Corporation

COMMITTEES

Provision for the Executive Committee returned to the
original provision of four members in addition to the Chairman,
Vice-Chairman and Director,

- Kv4j* ^"" (LA*--* 'iw4$t.

By-Laws as amended to and up to May 20, 19^9» Filed in Vertical
File under "Bn for By-Laws
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C OMMITTEES (ACADEMIC)

OPFEWEEIMER, R.

Corporation

Biographica i

Oppenheimer to Pulton, Lewis, ana Yeblen.

Oppenheimer informs them that at its meeting on
April 1> » 1 9^4-9, the Board of Trustees voted to create an
academic committee of the Trustees to be appointed by the
chair. The three above-named pjgagfrgsops were appointed
by the chair, May 20, 19^9, at the special meeting of the
Trustees. Strauss ana Maass are members ex-officiis. No
chairman was named, so a chairman will have to be elected,

11 1 am very pleased at the creation of this new body,
and hope that through it informal and valuable ±n^iajEaia
relations may be established between the Trustees and the
academic work of the Institute, .When our semester opens in
September, I shall suggest to the members of the committee
that they plan to visit Princeton with the primary purpose
of becoming more fully acquainted with our work0 i !
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PEEXNER, A. Biographical

AYDELOTTE, P.

Flexner to Aydelotte, May 23, 19^9 • "l am also deeply touched
by what you said on the occasion of the Lord and Taylor award. It was
extraordinarily generous of you. I wish I had some influence with the
Institute today. Some day when you are in town have lunch with me, for
there are things I should like to talk with you about rather thanw rite."

Aydelotte to Flexner, May 26, 19i|9. "There are jHHHjcxtdsiH a great
many things which I should like to talk over with you and which are not
suitable for inclusioh in a letter,,"

K±±KX& A. Pile Plexner, Abraham
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5/25
9/14

CONTRACTS (A. E. C.)

SCHOOL 017' MATHEMATICS

OPPENHEIMKR, R:

Government Relations

Academic Organization

Biographical

For letters of May 25, 19̂ 9 from Qppenheimer to Beckerley,
and September lî ., 19̂ 1-9 from Oppenheimer to Keiley, regaraing
the contract No0 AT-30-1-GEN-3^9, see Chronological Pile where
they are attached to a memorandum filed under 19M-9, 9/20.

D Pile, Atomic Energy Commission (IAS)
Contract iMO. AT-30-l-Gen-3if.9 & AT-30-1-12^0
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•fo.9 6/8 ~ 6/13

OPPESHEIMER, J, Biographical

U

Motes of a Report of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy,
81st Congress, First Sessions Strauss and Oppenhaimer testifying.

Pil©<8 in Vertical Fil« onder W0tt for
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OFFICERS Corporation

TRUSTEES

DIRECTOR Administration

STRAUSS, LEWIS

FULTON, JOHN F.

OPPENHEIMER, R.

MAASS, H. H.

A copy of the statement of Strauss, June $£ 9, l$4-9> on
his testimony June^, 19*4-9, before the Joint Committee of the
Congress of the Atomic Energy Commission. In this statement
Strauss discloses the events in a meeting of the Atomic
Energy Commission(at which he was the sole dissenter}tos end
radio" active isotobes to foreign countries, and he does a
terrific job in this statement.

Strauss sends the mimeographed copy of the statemant to
Fulton. Fulton replies to Strauss, July 18,

f!I am very glad to have it because many of your friends
were profoundly disturbed *f, by the fact that you testified
first, against your chairman and later, against Robert

^ Oppenheimer for whom I had assumed you had a high regard
***"* * s e ient i fi c ally<r-——"«"™«--~™~^^^^

"'i'he summary of your testimony makes your position clear,
but I-am not satisfied that as a Hsrn*xcfcara.:tel±fc non-scientist
you are in a position to take issue with Robert Oppenheimer vhose

' background in these things places him / in a position to speak
with authority,

"in the circumstances, I assume that you propose to
withdraw from the Atomic Energy Commission and I would suppose,
also, from the Board of Trustees of the Institute for Advanced
Study."

Fulton sends a copy of his letter to Strauss to Maass0
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Maass to Pulton, Jul y 22, 1949p taking violent
exception to Pulton's position, and saying that the matter
is not so much scientific as it is legal. Nor does he believe
that in the execution of a man's duties he must resign if he
differs with his colleagues.

"in so far as any difference in point of view between
Lewis Strauss, member of the Atomic Energy Commission, and
Robert Oppenheimer, citizen, (not Director of the Institute for
[Advanced Study) may go, this certainly does not affect the
jrelationship of either of them to the Institute. As I reflect
iupon the matter, I am inclined to believe that your letter
must have been written in haste and that while it may express
'your persona^, view, it should not have contained your
suggestion regarding the resignation of Lewis Strauss as
President of the Institute, unless you had reason to feel that
a majority of the Board of Trustees concur in your attitude.
I, for one, would certainly not do so, and I doubt, if the vhole

matter were laid before the Board, that many or perhaps any of the
other Trustees would concur with you, *

Pulton to Maass, August 1, 19̂ 9.

"The thing that has upset so many of Strauss' one-time
friends is that he should have chosen to attack David Lilienthal
in a public hearing at a time when Mr. Lilienthal was under
outrageous attack by that scurvy fellow, Hickenlooper.

"•'•••the issue involved was not a legal one but a question
requiring mature judgment of an experienced scientists.
Lewis Strauss elected to pontificate in afield ̂  that was
not his own, and it has left an extremely sour taste in the
minds of those who know the facts.

"in view of what has happened I don't think Robert
OppenheSker will ever feel comfortable as Director of The
Institute for Advanced Study so long as Mr. Strauss continues
on our Board of Trustees. I repeat, however, that this is a
purely personal reaction and I send it to you without consultatioV
with any other B̂ ojyrd member,11
John P. Pulton, Institute for Advanced Study, 19if.8-l{.9
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WEED, LEWIS H. Biographical

LEWIS, WILMARTH

FULTON, JOHN F0

OPPENHEIMER, R3 BERT

Pulton to Oppenheimer, June 2), 19̂ 4-9 •

You. will be distressed to learn of Lew Weed's illness.
He has not been himself for the last six months, lost

his voice completely during May, had a physical check-up;
it turns out he has an advanced case of laryngeal tuberculosis
and some pulmonary involvement0 He is resigning from
every thinge

D, Pulton, John P
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Summer

SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS Academic Organization

EARLE, EDWARD M. Biographical

Earle'a correspondence on his French seminar and other
correspondence on the seminar which he conducted in America
before going over,

D, Earle, Edward M. - 19i|-5
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

SHENSTONE, A. G.

OPPENHEDCER, R .

Relations WOAI

Biographical

SHENSTONE TO OPPENHEIMER, June £6c, 1914-9.

Princeton is short-staffed — Smythe, Wheeler and White are
away. Could Oppenheimer assist by allowing one of our ps ople
to give a course of lectures for us on thermodynamics for one
term and statistical mechanics for the second to be given by
one or two men?

Princeton would pay $800 to f 1,000 each term depending on
the seniority of the lecturer. Answer could be early in
September*

No record in the file of the answer which was probably
made by telephone,

D - nSaw to "Sk"
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TRUSTEES

FULTON, JOHN R.

LEWIS, WILMARTH

STRAUSS

Corporation

Biographical

Pulton sends a draft of a proposed letter to Strauss
for the consideration of Wilmarth Lewis. In the letter he
tells Strauss that after his testimony against Lilienthal and
Oppenheimer (June 25, 19̂ 9) he should get off the Board of the
institute. Lewis replies telling Fulton to hold his fire and
I calculate the time for the offensive as Qppy does. He
doesn't think Oppy would resign without consulting him (Lewis)
"We'll get Strauss off, but by careful strategy."

Fulton - Wilmarth Lewis
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EMBREE; EDWARD R. Biographical

A release by Embree Gated June 25, 194-9.

/PIle A, Embree, Edward R,
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OPPEHHEIMER, Ra Biographical

PULTON, JOHN

LEWIS, WILMARTH

STRAUS

Pulton to Oppenheimer, June 29, 19l£? .

"You.r Senate testimony was superb. I was shocked
beyond words by the testimony of L.S0 the week before, and
both Lefty Lewis and I feel that for your sake we must
somehow see to it that he is eased, off the Board of Trustees.
I drafted a letter questioning the judgment which he had
exercised in testifying against his chairman and the Director
of the Institute, but Lefty Lewis advised against sending it
because he thought it would create too much ruction in our
Board; so it has gone into the wastepaper basketo"

D, Pulton, John
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POLICIES Administration

GENERAL Public Relations

OPPEHHEIMER, R. Biographical

Clipping from Christchureh Press, New Zealdnd, September 3, 1$. 9.

Discussed differences in policies under new administration:
in the early days the Institute was conceived as a quiet
retreat for internationally renowned scholars, but under
Oppenheimer it has become a hub of scientific and intellectual
activity. Instead of limiting the staff to a few life-term
professors, Oppenheimer prefers a continual exchange of
international thinkers so that the Institute will become,
in fact, a world center of scholarship.

The new Director while he has faithfully adhered to the
original purpose of the Institute, has inevitably influenced
the pursuit of it. Brief biographical report of Oppenheimer
as the head of the Los Alamos Laboratory- contributor of many
of the ideas and some of the language of the 19/4.6 Acheson-Lilienthal

Report on Atomic Energyj devoted to philosophy, human r elatios,
cultural advancement and politics as well as science; one of
the foremost theoretical physicists in the world; a student of
Oriental philosophy; has read the Hindu scriptures in the
original Sanskrit; a scholar of the classics; a collector
of fine paintings. He is young enough to have little regard
for the eonventienal approach to s cholarship.

The Institute has more than its complement of world-
renowned scholars. The presence of men like Eliot, Toynbee,
Dirac, Bohr, Max vonLaue, Max Radin, physicist Hideki Yukawa from
Japan has caused the Institute to be describedas "an Olympic
gathering of intellectual giants." The Director himself says
of their discussions: "What we do not understand,w e explain
to each other.11

" The policy of the Institute today is to keep alive a
steady interchange of information between those conducting
research at the Institute and those outside. Oppenheimer explains

"First, we expect to invite people who have had experience
outside the academic field—in law or politics, for exaraple--and
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who have reached the point where they have something to
communicate, to take a year and gather their ideas together
andwite them?! down.

"Second, we are setting up a standing offer to help to
explore ideas which have hitherto not been regarded as subject
to scientific investigation,

"The Institute is open to the world,"

D, Publicity - Press Clippings
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9/20
9/22
9/26

3/17

CONTRACTS (A. S. C.)

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

OPPENHIEMER, R.

Government Helations

Academic Organization

Biographical

Kelley, Manager, A0 E. C., to Oppenheimer, September 20,

He says that the question discussed4n Oppenheimer ' s of
September llj., 19i|-9> was submitted for decision which will be
taken, presumably by the Commission, on September 21.

Chadwell, Acting Manager, A. E. C0 to Oppenheimer, September 22,

The decision has been taken. No fellowship should hereafter
BE AWArded and no fellowship renewed under the subject contract
unless the prospective fellow has received,^/ appropriate clearance
from the Commission. «,,

Oppenheimer to Chadwell, September 26, 19i|-9«

"I have discussed the problems raised, by your letter with
our Faculty. It is our unanimous opinion that the provisions of
the Appropriation Act make it impossible for us to make any further
grants. In view of the non-secret nature of our work ana of the
traditions of the Institute for Advanced Study, we should be
unwilling to make any appointments to membership in the Institute
conditional upon an investigation oy the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gationc We shall therefore make no further grants-In-aid the funds
for which would be derived from the subject contract.

"We have already made four appointments to memberships with
grants totalling &l5,500. These were made last spring. It Is
our understanding that in the case of these grants the provision of tfee
new Appropriation Act are. not applicable. Should we be wrong in
this interpretation, we should not wish to pay these members from
monies derived from the Atomic Energy Commission. ¥e should
appreciate your advice on this matter,.,"
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On March li(., 195u, Kelley, Manager of the New York
Operations, A«, E. C0, sent a peremptory wire prohibiting discussion
of thermo-nuclear weapons with unauthorized persons regardless
of classification of the information. "This means that until
further notice no information on this subject can be made public
by people working for the A. E. C0 or for contractors on A. E. C.
contracts. All...employees...are instructed to refrain from
publicly stating facts or giving comment on any thermonuclear
reactions of the Commission's program..."

This was followed by a very different kind of wire on
March 17, directed to Miss Trinterud r̂ho handled a good deal of
the correspondence with regpect to the A0 E0 C0 contract)„ Kelley
regrets the abruptness ana tone of the previous message which
were not sufficiently explanatory. The assistance and cooperation
of all employees and contractors and consultants is requested
to avoid the release of technical information. The instructions
will|btill permit unclassified discussions of what might be
called the classical thermonuclear reactions as long as there is
no reference to their relation to weapons."

Atomic Energy Commission (IAS)
D Contract No0 AT-30-l-G-en-3lj.9 & AT-30-l-12l£
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
P R I N C E T O N , N E W J E R S E Y

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR S®pt®ab®T' llj,

Bear Mr. Kellsy:

The Atomic Energy Gonsiission has contracted with tha
Institute for Advanced Study for a program of research find training
in certain aspects of theoretical physics and applied mathematics
(Contract No. AT-30-1-GEN-3U9)« This contract has been directly
handled by tha office of New York Directed Operations.

Last Spring I discussed with the Research Division in
Washington the desirability of "relaxing one provision in the contract
that had originally been suggested by me. This provision prohibits
the use of contract funds except for United States citizens. After
some discussion, in which the legal, security and research divisions
participated, it was agreed that there could be no objection to a
chanrre in the contract,, provided the specific concurrence of the
Atomic Energy Goasaissian were required before anyone not a United
States citizen could receive contract funds. It was in general the
intention of the amendment to mak* it possible to use contract funds
for stipends or grants-in-aid for some of the more distinguished
foreigners who participate in theoretical physics at the Institute
for Advanced Study, In fact, whan the time came for the renewal of
the contract, tha suggested change was not raade. This was the period
of the investigations in Washington and of considerable uncertainty
about many aspects of Gomsission policy,

I was away at the time the contract was written; but
I did inquire of the Director of Research in Washington whether he saw
any reason to revise our earlier opinions. At that time* in late July,
Dr. Pitsser still felt that a revision of the contract along the suggested
linaa was quite appropriate. Accordingly, nhen I returned last week to
the Institute, I call Mr. Clark in the Mew York office to ask him to s@©
what steps needed to b® taken to get this revision made. I have just
talked with Mr. Meservey about the asm® matter. Ir. Ifeservey says that
without a directive from Washington, the change will not be snadej but on
further inquiry, I found that no request had been made to Washington
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about this contract.

Shall I deal directly with Washington, or is thare
some way in which the New York ofrice can assume the responsibility
which its letting of the contract implies? If there ara matters
which need to ba discussed in order to expedite this, I shall be glad
to discuss them. If you think it preferable, I will deal entirely
through Washington,

With evary good wish,

Rob@rt Qppenhaimar

Mr, Wilbur E. Kelley, Managar
Now Yoric Directed Operations
U* S, Atomic Etiargy Corardssion
P. 0. Box 30, Ansonia Station
Haw York 23, N. I.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR Way 25,

Dear Dr. Beckerleys

Although neither the academic year, nor the fiscal year is quite
complete, it is time that I make to you a report on the work carried out
under Atonic Energy Cosaidsaion Contract No, At-30»l~Gen<"»;3lf,9 at th® Institute
for Advanced Study.

lou will recall that the contract was made to provide grants~in«-
aid for qualified -research workers, partly for their training, and partly
for the actual support of research. 'This last year, such grants have been
made to five people.

Of these, the most distinguished, and th© oldest, is Dr. George
Plaezek, who has a long history of a responsible association with the atomic
energy projects. Dr. Plae&ek was given a grant of f6,000. Hi® principal
work this year has been in the development of the theory of theinteraction
of slow neutrons with crystals, liquids, and siolecular aggregates. This had,
as its principal purpose, the analysis of old and discovery of new ways of
measuring electron-neutron interaction. Incidental to the work, however,
there has bean development of a new and relatively very much more straight-
forward theory of crystal scattering. Dr. Plaesek has reported his work at
sesinara, and before the Physical Society, and manuscripts embodying the
principal results are now in preparation. He has also consulted directly
with the laboratories at Columbia and Oak Ridge.

A grant of |3jOOO was made to Dr. Kenneth Case, who also has a
history of association with the atooic energy project at k»s alamos, and who
last year received Ms Ph.D. at Harvard. Case's principal contributions have
lain in the application of the new methods of quantum electrodynani.es to
problems of meson field and nuclear interactions. In fact, he has mad® the
principal discoveries in this field. Case has publishod a detailed account
of th® predictions of meson theory with regard to the magnetic moments of
nucleons and the electric properties of the neutron. He has also published
two papers of more methodologic interest, in which it is shown to what extent
the various meson theories are in fact distinct, and in which it is further
shown that the electrodynandc analogies are not complete, and that new types
of singularities appear in the meson problem which require methods going
beyond those hitherto developed in their treatment. The general upshot of
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Case's work has been to cast in great doubt the correctness of meson theories.

A third grant of |3»000 has been Bade to Dr. Daniel B, Peer, who
has demoted the greater part of the year to learning of the new developments
in physical theory, and especially in field theory, and who, after nuBBrous
small calculations, has undertaken a treatment, possibly of considerable
experimental interest, of the polarization of mesons produced by gamma rays,
a report on which has be®n submitted for publication,

A fourth grant of 13,500 has be©n mad© to Dr* Jack Steinberger,
who last year obtained his doctor's degree at the University of Chicago.
Steinberger has worked on aany problems, and has enormously extended his
grasp of physical theory and of f omal technique. His moat definite and
valuable contribution is a series of calculations on th® spontaneous disin-
tegration of Mesons. On the practical side, these calculations bear directly
on th® role of the neutral meson in cosmic rays, and on the alleged discovery
of the neutral meson on the work in Berkeley. On the methodological side,
Steinberger has discovered methods for extending the ragulariaation techniques
of the quantum electrodynart.es to an laportant new class of problems, and has
corrected past calculations, fhis work of Steinberger has been prepared for
publication in the Physical Review.

The final grant-in-aid of 13,000 was j»ad© to Dr. Kenneth Watson,
who last year obtained his doctor's degree at the University of Iowa. Like
his colleagues, Watson has devoted a good part of the year to mastering the
theories of Schwinger, Peynman, .Dyson, et al. He has completed work in
phenoaenological quantum electrodynamics, which has been published in the
Physical Review. In collaboration with I^spor©, he has made two investigations,
one of which has had a completely satisfactory outcome. The one investigation
relates to the magnetic interaction of electrons and nucleons, and has served
to clear up soiae obscurities which interfere with the direct comparison of
experiment. The more important and successful enterprise has been the syste-
matic study of the problem of nucleon interaction on tha basis of msson theory,
which has been carried out with far greater rigor, power and generality than
the simultaneous studies of Betha, and which has greatly extended our knowledge
of what roeson field theories do predict with regard to nuclear forces. Apart
from the methodological interest, the results have Importance in establishing
quite definitely that the meson theories are wrong. This work has been written
up and is ready for submission to the Physical Review.

Steinberger and Watson have accepted for next year positions at
the IJnivarsity of California at Berkeley. Feer has a suwiier position at
Rochester, tod an assistant professorship at Mew York University, Case and
Placzek, after their summer activities in California, plan to return here
next ysar, and it is my Intention to renew their grants-ln-aid in order to
enable then to continue their studies.

I am attaching for the record the brief statements which the five
recipients of grants~in-aid have given me of their year's work, and which will
supplement in detail the suimary her® given. The only other charges made
against the contract consist of about 1350.00 for secretarial salaries to
provide assistance to the recipients of the grants-in-ald.
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It will ba soon that we have used this year only a little over
half of the money advanced to us, and that we have used the funds provided
by the Commission to supply about a fifth of our budget in this field, and
to support about one-fourth of those working in it. In ay opinion, th©
experiment has baen a highly succeasful OR®, both for those diroctly
supported and for th© other worksrs, who hav@ profitad from tasir prosancOf
and who hav© in turn b@an abla to holp thorn.. It appsars that in the coming
year the program will grow considerably and,;even with a rather saora rigorous
selection of candidates than w© hava made in tho past, the muabar of workars
will riss sharply. 1 would very imoh appreciate it if the grant of f3$»000
cont®aplat®d in the contract could be added to tho unexp«d@d balance of
year's operations in order to penait th@ most effective operation for the
cowing year. It is again anticipated that only small parts of the funds
advanced will be spent for any purpose other than grants~in-aid to the
scholars tn«iselv»af though som® ston@y may be us®d for secretarial and
computing servica should that prove necessary to the work.

lours sincerely,

Hob@rt Oppenhoiiaer

Dr. James G. B@ck@rley
0*. S. Atomic Inorgy
P* 0. Box 30, tosonia Station
N«r lork 23, M. 1.
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GRANT S-IN-AID Academic Personnel

OPPEHHEIMER, ROBERT Biographical

Oppenheimer to Mr« H. Marshall Chadwell, TJ. S. Atomic
Energy Commission, P. 0. Box 30 > Ansonia Station,
New York 23, New York, September 26, 19ij-9.

nThank you for your thoughtful letter of September 22nd,
In that letter you inform us of the provisions of th©
Independent Offices Appropriation Act of 1950 and determine,
in my opinion correctly, that the provisions relating to
fellowships should apply to the grants made by the Institute
for Advanced Study under contract Ho. At-30-l-GEM"-3^9»

ttl have discussed the problems raised by your letter with
our Faculty. It is our unanimous opinion that the provisions
of the Appropriation Act make it impossible for us to make
any further grants. In view of the non-secret nature of our
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work and of the traditions of the Institute for Advanced
Study, we should be willing to make any appointments to
membership in the Institute conditional upon an investigation
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. We shall therefore
make no further grants-in-aid the funds for which would be
derived from the subject contract.

"¥e have already made four appointments to membership with
grants totalling $15,000. These were made last spring. It

is our understanding that in the case of these grants the
provisions of the new Appropriation Act are not applicable.
Should we be wrong in this interpretation, we should not wish
to pay these members from monies derived from the Atomic
Energy Commission. We should appreciate your advice on this
matter. We should also fear be glad to have any interpretative
material and any legislative history which would enable us to
determine the probable interpretation of the criminal
penalities provided in the second part of the Appropriation rider.

I need hardly add that unless a new basis for the support
of basic, unclassified work in the sciences can be developed,
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the Institute will be unwilling to renew the contract.

"With every good wish,

"Yours sincerely,

"Robert Oppenheimer"

Faculty Minutes, October 3, 19ij.9
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SCHOOL OP ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION

BUDGET

STEWART, W. ¥.

OPPENEEIMER, R0

AYDELOTTE, P.

Academic Organization

Foundations

Finance

Biographical

Copy,

"September 29, 1949

"Memorandum on the Special Economics Fund—(For our Piles)

Yesterday afternoon JRO told me the proposalw hich the
Institute is making to the Foundation to settle the questions
that have arisen concerning the Economics Fund. The

proposal had been worked out during the summer wIth
Dr0 Aydelotte and Mrc Leidesdorf and with some modification
by JRO since his return,, Leidesdorf has fecpoa had an
exchange of letters with Seal at the Foundation

"In formulating the questions, JRO separates the rather
involved position into two separate parts. At the end of the
first matching grant in 19̂ 3 there was In the Fund something
over 099,000. Aydelotte at that time worked out with Willits
a refund to the Foundation of approximately 035*000. This
refund left an amount of about 065,000 still in the Fund0 At
that time, JRO believes, the proper procedure would have been
to go to Mr. Bamberger and offer him a refund of his
contribution as was done to the Poundation0 Since this was
not done the/ money remaining In the Fund could be
interpreted as Institute funds available to Economics and
therefore available to be used in making the two 030,000
grants to meet the Institute commitment toward the second
matching grant by Mr. Bamberger and the foundation. While
the matter at that time might have been handled with
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greater clarity, It is now regarded as a matter internal to
the Institute and not a matter to discuss with the Foundation*
Prom the standpoint of internal administration, it would
have been better to have dealt frankly with the professors in
Economics so that they would have known at that time that the
Fund was being used to meet the requirement of Institute
support of 030,000 a yeare

"The second question has to do with the money remaining
in the Economics Fund at the end of the second grant» During
the years 19i|-5-ii-6 and 19̂ -6-I|-7 certain moneys were s pent in
support of economics work and at the time were charged, as
(3&ppe3?>fe [here the word, support, is crossed out and. above
it in ink is written, "were expenditures11] for other schools,
against the Institute Income. These expenditures JRO regards
as legitimate charges against the Fund, If they had been so
entered at the timec Since, however, the accounts \i?ere not

kept in this form, he now feels that in writing to the
Foundation this fact should be called to their attention. The
Foundation would then be asked whether it agrees with the

institute that the expenditures during these two years were
legitimate charges against the B'undo If so, as much of the
expenditures of those years as can be covered by the money
remaining in the Fund will be charged to the Fund, thus
liquidating the Economics Fundo This statement of fact to the
Foundation and the raising of the question with them was the
suggestion of JRO. The letter, however, will be signed by
Leidesdorf and addressed to Bealo

"in considering the liquidation of the Fund the Director
separated the question of whether Economics needed some special
fund independent of regular^ budget support from the Institute.*
This he thought a separate matter, not requiring consultation
with the Foundation and could be settled on its merits.

"JRO then asked me what I thought of the proposal. I
told him that from the beginning my chief Interest was to
clarify the situation so that there could be no future
embarrassment between the Foundation and the Institute, and if
possible to work out an arrangement which would be satisfactory
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both, to the Institute and. the Foundation* Without expressing
any further views in the matter, I saw no reason why the
proposal should not be made, though it seemed to me desirable
that he should talk with Barnard on the matter after Leldesdorf's
letter had been received by Beal» The reason for this is
that the risk of misunderstanding does not lie between the
accounting offices but between the heads of the two institutions.

"As to the continuance of some separate fund for the work
| in economics, I personally saw no need for it. From what I
1 understand of the plans for the future in Economics, I saw
1 no need for support beyond that which could be provided
\m the ordinary budgets"

¥. ¥. Stewart
signed WWS

S File, I. A0 So, School of Economics - RockefellEr-Bamberger Fund
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ROCKEFELLER Foundations

STEWART, ¥. W. Biographical

OPPENHEIMER, R.

Stewart's memorandum of communication with. OppenheinBr
regarding explanation of diversion of unexpended §99,000 of
Rockefeller-Bamberger Fund 19lp.-3, $35,000 of which, was returned
to Rockefeller Foundation and $6̂ ,000 diverted to entire budget
and other than economic program. Oppenheimer stood for
auditing explanation, Stewart for substantive. Ends with
concession Stewart that plans for economics in future require
no additional outside funds for economic support. Implication
economies professors did not know they had more money avail & le

-3 and later.

D, Rockefeller-Bamberger Fund, 19i).l
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PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

DIRECTOR Administration

GENERAL Government Relations

RESEARCH Academic Procedures

The Minutes disappear and become the briefest of
memoranda. In this memorandum it is stated that the:"Deeisioa
with reference to contracts embodied in attached letter,"
This is hardly true, and certainly not adequate. See
letter September 26, 19i)-9 attached hereto,

"September 26, 19̂ 1-9

"Bear Mr. Chadwell:

(This letter has already been copied and is in the file*)

Prom Oppenheimer to Chadwell regarding contracts with government,

Faculty Minutes, 10/3A9 p. 211, letter is on page 212.
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SCHOOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES Academic Organization

PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

POLICIES Administration

The file contains minutes from October, i£ 3,/to March 20, 1951.
The policy of handling applications to the School was discussed
by Earle who said he divided them into three catagories:
(1) those which should be rejected for obvious reasons—those
requesting assistance for the completion of work for the Ph. D.
degree or those who clearly should enroll in graduate or under-
graduate programs elsewhere. Sometimes these applications are
referred to Princeton University or some other appropriate
institution. (2) Those which have considerable intrinsic merit
but which are not suitable for Institute sponsorship or support.
Sometimes referred to Guggenheim Foundation or similar organizations,
(3) Those which may be of interest, however peripheral, to a
professor or professors of the School of Historical Studies.
These are discussed by Earle, Executive Officer, with the
interested professor or professors before any decision is made,,
No ttjs^ilKafctax such application will be rejected without full
consultation of the Executive Office with other members of the

School. 114.) Those which require action by the entire School
on the recommendation of one or more professors. In such
cases it was suggested by the Director and others that ±s
except in rare instances final decision should be reserved until
March of each academic year so that the applications might be
weighed as to their respective merits.

It was generally agreed as a matter of policy that all
applications are rejected which do not contemplate residence at
the Institute. Also agreed, as a general rule, that the
granting of fellowships will be recommended only for members
who plan to work in the general field of interest of one or
more of the permanent staff of the School, provided that an
application from any outstanding s cholar, no matter what the
| field of interest, will be referred not only to the School but

to the office of the Director.

It was also agreed at the suggestion of Stewart that a
list of declinations be submitted to the Faculty of the School
from time to time.
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It was generally agreed against appointing any p ermanent
professor in literary criticism, ka± and also that members
might be accepted after due consideration if they fit well into
the program of the Institute or of the University.

Earle reported on his plan iaasciouigc for a/6tudy of Prance to
begin in 1950, and announced invitations to three men: Bury,
Thomson of Cambridge, and Gottman of Paris. General agreement
was given to his program and his intention to invite two or
three other French scholars.

D, Historical Studies, Minutes of Meetings
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MEMBERS

POLICIES

SCHOOL OP HISTORICAL STUDIES

Academic Personnel

Administration

Academic Organization

Those candidates for membership requiring
action by the entire School on the recommendations of one or
more professors: suggested by the Director and by others
present that, except in rare/cases, final decision should be
reserved until March of each academic year so that applications
might be weighed as to their respective merits. Differs from
the School of Mathematics which is anxious to get its
trequests out early.

Faculty Minutes, School of Historical Studies, 10/3/i|-9
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SCHOOLOF HISTORICAL STUDIES Academic Organization

WOODWARD, E. L. (OXFORD) Biographical

The Faculty of the School of Historical Studies approved
inviting E. L. Woodward to a Professorship with t he understanding
that he would begin his residence in the autumn of 1951 and that
there would be no special provfeions made by the Institute for a
retirement allowance.

It was genrally agreed that the School should be called the
School of Historical Studies«,

D, Historical Studies, Minutes of Meetings
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SCHOOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES

WOODWARD, E. L.

EARIE, E. M.

OPPENHEIMER, R.

10/5

Academic Organization

Biographical

Letter from Earle to Woodward, October £, 19̂ 1-9» regarding
the disintegration of the School of Economics and Politics,
and the possibility of the Institute comlining that SaJsMix
School and the School of Humanistic Studies, making the new
School of Historical Stucies. Ea^le Wants to appoint
Woodward to the schoolo

Letter filed in Chronological Pile under 10/5Al-9«

Earle, I. A. S., 19U-7-8
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October £* 191*9

r, nil . is i

Sear

Wiwi 1 sent you the other day m copy of ay letter to !!»ia$)hrey Sxaaaar,
added & notation to the effect that the "project* istaich you ami 1 discussed

spring -was aoviug forward satisfactorily. I should new like' to add
eoae cbteile aad to solicit your help .in certain essential respects,

irst, cf nil, let ae giv« you a little inside inf enaction coraHKroing
soiaa administrative cuenges which ar» 'under "way et the 'Institute* v/e lied, as
you knew* two schools, in addition to toe School of JJstoeaetics, known cte:
the School of Ifuaanistic Studies and tb» Sciiool of Dcoaomc© end -olitlcs.
•Tim latter has b®«a disiateeratli^ rath«r rapicHjr; Maflsr r«eigi»ci and r»-

to ois f ortaer job at the redarel 3@0®rv» Board, Gtew&rt retires ia
195̂ 0, ai«i warrea lias Iwwi eriticall^ ill aaa asjf aarsrer t» able to "-etunx

to ivork* In sliorfct ib© ecoaoaLst© i*ave cdsappsej-eci fjpoa the scene and ar®
not Hk:«3^ to i*a replaced 'fcy otaaor ©coiioiaiats. It setoed advisable , for a
tjupber -of reasons^ to u»©rg@ ttie too school® iiito on®, wiiiclt will ^.called*
in all probability "The Dciiool of Kistoricel Stwiias". this r*mae isd.il b©
fairly doscriptiv®, sine® all of us at least work is our swpral fields with
historical espliasia and perspectives. ¥e are not yet prepared to :acke a
,iiDlie aooounowaent of tMe^ so perhaps you had better not ^cos on the
af oraatioa to aiyosae slse»

.
I7e Imd a -',:ie®ti»g on Ilcaidsy of. Uiis twa scboolj at which tl-yj Director

proposed that you be appointed a 'iTofessor at. the earliest date on
hich you would 'be prepared to accept* I understood froa the tallcs 1 had
ith you last sprfiig that you felt you could not lean« Oxford before the

autuan of 1951* a»d the uixte-staadiag in the grov^ discussion *ws tiiat
S«pt«ab«r 19̂ 1 WBB tl» earliest d&t® you would b© '«waiiabla« Of course,
if you felt you could eoae to I;-riacetoii* ia :3epteii)er lyi>0, so saicii the
better; iiidoed, I sliould- be ov«rj<^*«i should the earlier date be, practicable
frosa your' poiat of view* flo f oraal vote was taken at tiie 'ionday B»©tin£ on

iavltetion to yo% but this "was pertly bscauue %« imd tiot j-ei prepcred
kind of defiisdtiv® statetaent of the cttsw» b'e felt we . could ^t furtlMr1

at this steg® of the g®a@ ly a quit® iafonaal discussion, ilow«v®r, them
,,iws« tamu^al%' on the point that eveatythiae possibl® be clo»e to secure your

oijaiswat. Sii» will iavol-w forasai action logr the "Sei-iool of Ilietoricsl
dies", and euVjeequently uy the "acuity as & sisole, aad by the Trustees,

anticipate BQ difficulties, although, of com^s®, one can o®v«" to® too
mire iUvt a.pe^i ;into to® future. will be as esaooth m it seeae to be*

aust tlo 00* is. to prepare a fairly detailed &te.t«Raettt coo~
ceraiag your prof«ssi,43al career and aecaaplisiaaeKte* 1 did soiaRtMag
of the sort in 191*6 ia a 'laBaKtrandua to the President of rrinceton University
r®c<»i»ndiiig you i'or aa honorary aegrw. I shell now need to amplify tlmt
stateiaent arid briug it up io date* I should like, if possible, to have
fros you ini'oroetioa on the. foUoisdiig aatters: a coafpl«t© bibliogrspliy of
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S, L. V/ootimrd.

significantthe books aad articles' which, in your judgaest, are L".u
to an appreciation of your work (I lows? your books ,.^'etcv v/oll and can j^ive

owi estiofit* of them,1 but ,1 would be Interested to know how you feel
about them and. about your pz'djncipal'oonQiprsphs. in the professional journals)
a statement as to the work in which you sr@ currently engaged (I fear'I as
not as well inf oraed a© I might b® on the history which you ere writing of
British diplomacy before 1939)|,a brief uu^.cation of the research which
you told 5® you would like to do durinc U>* yeeirs 1951-19S?* should happily

be at the Irffltitute* Tou uaderstand, of couree, iiiat I eia not asking
!«se tJb..-lo£8 for vy am, iafonaation or for the • inforaation of 'those lilse

Ben iSaritt, who know you well and «iio3e aiad® are already .taade t^» It is
r,;r- tli« t:>urpose of ij^csfmiag other aes2b@rs of--&h® Faculi^

and your

la sskiiig new appointflente to tl» Faculty t it lias been our cu©toa
j mt th« Jnstitutt ev«? aino* 1939 to obta.ia let'ters froa other dlstd^ptdJ^e^
©eholere who way know sooeth'-ng" of the work of the pi'ospectivd appoiiTfc®e«

coursef wa have to eee>. such letters without' givirig too »icla I iii''ori.atioii
16 tJieir purpose* 1 shall liave no <Hffieulty wljatsoeiwr. in getting an

impressive set of t®@tij»iiials froa Aaerieaa Iristoriaas. I should like,
to liavw tj>e naiass of those of your British collesgue® •Who would.

jaost likely to' furaish \»s with saits.bl« stateaent© C'.,;iic®iiiii'i6 you aoi
cwai standing ^® flfuffidUwidy liigli to enable their opinions to €«jrry

•»iglit« • I iffiCTir, of <20urs% that Hui^Isri^ Sumer vill be daliglittu -to give
us tJ;» iiifonaation "»« as«d and aiglit be very uaeful. as a liaison officer

us and other Bpiti^a his'toriajaB. If you could let ai oave
saok aeass^ 1 should be very grateful. I aa caily too 0aar% • of

tiict "this is ell a highly oabaiTSisiug request to you«. sad I should hesitate
'to mke it to anyone jfaoxa. I laow lees well* In all respects., I ©a writing.
tliis letter as. I »»M wita it-, to ma older brotbwr or scsoe. other- ia02aber

,of ay £m&3y« Whea iii0 "School of Historimjl Stalies" prasants a recx»-
a»adiitioa thst you be isolated a Professor at tiie Isistitute^ 'we.wisfa to

ike it as iapreisivt as w® .possiblj'- can, not zaerely for tli® iaisaeciiate
purpose but for the ponaeneot »§eox%i as irell, ?*e can b@ assured of a top-
notch Faculty lisa* oa3y If belsig .aeticulaus in asrslmllir:g widKic® con-
cerning professors*

I hop®, ea&'teialy withim the a@xt tan days, "to write you a pi*oper
reply.to your vmrf interesting lotLer of Sep.teaber 9* 8WMwM3*j| I aa very

voquest for laT'Onmtioii, so tlsat I can push this
,.'.u-.ly se posssibla.

tills briogs affeotiosate tdsli®8 to.botli you and !jeri®«

g@t

!! •>,;. rd .".lead

K* I« Woodward

'Oxford,
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1Q/14

Acatiamio AC tivit .le s

Facilities

Blogra hical

!' from Nanoy Lee Swaran to Dr* Oppaniaeiiaer, 10/U|./i},9f
the physical arr-angeaent in the ahdving of tli®

Geot books being wnsatisfaotory*

Fil®«i in Vertical B!IiB under G for G-est Library*

Gest Oriental Library, Vault files* Swarm
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10/18
1950

GENERAL (Kermit Roosevelt for Public Relations
Saturday Evening Post;
Miller for Colliers)

PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATION Academic Personnel

OPPENHEIMER, R. Biographical

Probably as a result of the article in Time , November 8, I9k8,
(see Vertical Pile, Publ ic Relations) the Institute became
gun-shy on publicity.

Kerrait Roosevelt first asked Oppenheimer for an appointment
April 19, 19*1-9, and cited a couple of Saturday Evening Post
articles he had done on Mr. Conant. Mrs. -^eary informed him
that it was a bad time to do an article, and that Oppenheiraer
was too busy to see him. He said that the Saturday Evening
Post would go ahead anyway — that he has submitted an outline
to them last springand they wanted it completed. (October 7, 19k9).
On uctober 10, 19^9, he submitted an outline of the article
to Oppenheimer, saying that the PostT was going to publish an

article anyway, and Oppenheimer might as well relent and see
him. He found the Life article good. He said it is not his
intention to devote himself almost exclusively to Oppenheimer,
but to the Institute.

Oppenheimer consulted first with Veblen, sending the
correspondence and the outline (see file) to Veblen who
evidently suggested a Faculty meeting. Thereafter, Mrs. -̂ eary,
October 18, 19i|-9, wrote to Roosevelt saying that Oppenheimer
had taken the matter up with the Faculty. "The unanimous
opinion of the Faculty was that they hoped the article would not
be published...because they feel tha Institute has had too
much publicity r©eently0 I know that they very much hope that
the article will not come out, either now or in the near
future.̂

"Some of the Faculty members feel that even in the
interests of accuracy, the Institute should not intervene in
any way, should you continue with it; whereas others are
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sufficiently concerned about the article to hold the contrary
view. Since this is the ease, I do not see how the Director
could help you<>

Mrs. Leary offered to contacVkhe Saturday Evening Post
directly and explain the situation, but received no answer
from Roosevelt.

Merle Miller asked for an interview with Oppenheimer after
spending several days in ^rinceton for Colliers prior to
March 11, 1950. Miller said he had never had the kind of
experience he had in Princeton last week - "excep t in prewar
Germany.1* He told Oppenheimer Mrs. Leary had told him that
though Oppenheimer was out of town at the time, she was sure
that when you returned you would not only refuse tos ee me,
but that you would look wit$i disfavor on any story on the
Institute by any writer. Miller saying that he could go ahead
with the story anyway could not imagine that Oppenheimer would
refuse to see him. He talked with several people at the
University and a couple of members of the Institute staff.

He also talked with Edgar Bamberger in Newark. Though
the members of the ^-nstitute did not want any publicity on
their work or on the Institute, they both agreed that "in a
democratic society the kind of article I had in mind was
perfectly legitimate and might even be important,*1

After Oppenheimer' s return Mrs. Leary called him again
and reiterated the fact that Oppenheimer would not see him.
She also announced that an appointment with Dr. Aydelotte had
bean cancelled.

Miller said that if the Institute and its personnel had
not had any publicity in the past, he could well understand
the attitude, but that he construed it now in favor of the
Time-Life group. Mrs. Leary reported to Dr, Oppenheimsr that
she had not been able to find any Faculty person who had
talked with Miller.

On March 21, 1950, Oppenheimer wrote a letter, telling
him that a distinguished writer some months ago had asked
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help in writing a piece about the Institute; but
Oppenheimer had taken his request to the '̂acuity whichwin
many matters acts as a sort of custodial body. They expressed
the very strong opinion that it would be undesirable to have
anything written about the Institute at that time, and asked me
to do what I could to discourage the writing of the article,
and urged me under no circumstances to collaborate. This seemed
to me an obligation that I ought to take quite seriously,
irrespective of my own views as to the general virtue of some
form of public accountability, even on the part of a quite
private institution...under the circumstances, I would find it
incompatible with my obligation to my colleagues to offer you
cooperation in the writing of an article whose very existence
they would deplore."

D, l*fe*tffj Publicity - Requests for articles
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FOUKDERS Corporation

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Facilities

"Mr. Bamberger reported on the proposed plan £>r the Bamberger-Fuld Memorial. This
would include a Founders" Walk, a grass path from the edge of the lawn behind Fuld Hall
to the trolley line road, to be continued as a trail through the woods to the Raritan
Canal; a cable suspension bridge crossing Stony Brook; a small clearing on the south side
of the trolley line road with several rustic log benches and a bronze plaque bearing the
Founders' names. The estimated cost of the Memorail is $5000. The selection of the
plaque was to be left to Mr. Bamberger.

"It was moved and carried that the Bamberger-Fuld Memorial would be constructed
according to this plan; and that a sum not to exceed $5000 should be appropriated for
this purpose."

Tr. Kin. 10/21/49 p. 1
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10/21

BENEFITS Academic Personnel

At present the Faculty receives a pension of $4000; the Director thought that at
the/ salary they receive they could not save enough to augment the pension. He suggested
an increasê , in pension rather than an increase in salary. This would increase the
pension to $6000. The Director also suggested that consideration be given to (a) provision
of a minimum retirement fund greater than in the past; (b) usefulness of TIAA contracts
in providing such retirement funds. A Committee of Mr. Schapp, chairman; Messrs. LeidestSori
and Bamberger was appointed to study the problem of Faculty pension provisions.

Tr. Min. 10/21/49 p. 2
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19̂ 9 x- 10/21

BENEFITS vv" """ Personnel

The Director discussed retirement policies in relation to Institute personnel/ The
Institute offered TIM on the basis of 5 o/o-5 o/o contribution from the Institute and
the individual/ The Director said this pension is too small; that most academic
institutions have raised their rates. He proposed fihe Institute consider an increase
to 8 0/0-8 o/o contributions, the additional 3 o/o contribution by the employee to be
covered by a raise in salary.

,*|

Tr. Min. 10/21/̂ 9 p. 1
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Academic OrganizationGENERAL

SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

SCHOOL OP HUMANISTIC STUDIES

SCHOOL OP HISTORICAL STUDIES

The Director reported on a proposed unification of the
School of Economics and Politids and the School of Humanistic
Studies. The results of preliminary discussions leading to
this were given to the Board at its November 16, 19*̂ -8, meeting.
New title approved.

Trustees' Minutes, 11/16/14.8
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BUDGET Fiannce

The Director asked thatthe full stipend budget, $50,000, for the School of
Mathematics, exclusive of the physics budget, be appropriated at this time, as the
School would like to have freedom in committing its fund earlier than usual because
of the 1950 international Mathematical Congress being held in this country. Only
hald the grant-in-aid budget need be appropriated at this time in the other Schools.
The motion was carried that the following appropriations be made as recommended:
$50,000 to the School of Mathematics for 1950-51 grants; $25,000 to the School of
Historical Studies; $12,500 for Physics.

Tr. Min. 10/21/49 p. 2
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GIFTS Finance

The Institute had received £ a letter from J. M. Kaplan, president and sole owner
of the Welch Grape Juice Company, suggesting that the J.K.Kaplan Fund money be made
available to IAS members. The Director was cautioned not to let the Institute be controlled
if it received such gifts.

The suggestion of obtaining outside funds for ÂS projects was discussed, teut it
was felt that this should not be done until a project had been decided on for which the
IAS could not pay.

Min. 10/21/̂ 9 p. 3
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POLICIES Administrative

OPPEMHEIMER, R. Biographical

TRUSTEES Corporation

PROJECTS Government Relations

"The Director reported the Facility view that the Institute could not continue
those Government contracts under which a member's work was supported only after
investigation of the member of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and clearance by
the contracting agency...On motion of the Chair, it was seconded and carried that the
action of the Director be approved; andthat in similar future situations the Trustees
be advised before action was taken."

Tr. Min. 10/21/49 p. 3
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FOUNDERS

FINANCE GENERAL

Corporation

Finance

Action of the Board in approving committee's report maae
by Edgar Bamberger for Founders' rock and memorial path, to

cost 85,000, October i&jpdkiif$¥ 2l, 19^9; dedication, October 20,
1950.

The guest list at the ceremony of the dedication is
included in the f i le«

D File, Bamberger-Fuld Memorial Walk Dedicated October 20k 1950
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SCHOOL OF HIHANISTIC STUDIES Academic Organization

SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS

SCHOOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES

Trustees approved Director's recommendation that the Schools of Humanistic Studies
and the "former" Economics and Politics be called the School of Historical Studies.

Minutes 10/21/49, p. 3
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GEST OHUijMTAL .uIBRARY Facilities

BOYD, JULIAN P. Biographical

SWA.MT, NANCY LEE

Boyd to Oppenheimer, Octo^ber 26, 19^4-9.

11 1 have talked with our own staff , and also with
some members of the Faculty about Dr0 Swann's letter on the
Crest jfciorary.

"Those who were responsible f o r moving the books tell
me that all books are in precisely the same order in which they
*\rere moved from 20 Wassau Street. Some of the massive furniture
and objects we have had to store temporarily on Floor B0 The
volumes that were boxed, ana found on the floor by Dr. Swann
were b eing unpacked ana placed on the shelves when Dr. Swann
happened to observe the process and protested even more
vociferously than she did in her letter. This surprised me,

• fo r I thought we were trying to do what she herself had advocated,
Nevertheless, we shall follow her advice in the matter, recover
the cases from the Industrial Relations Section which were made
for these books, and install them on the seconfi floor0

'Incidentally, do you know why none of the institute's
bookplates have never been placed in any of the Gest books
that are bound in the Chinese manner? I enclose a copy of
your bookplate. Dr. Swann informs me that It would be unthinkable
to affix a bookplate containing a nude figure to a Chinese work
of scholarship J1.1
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PROFESSORS Academic Personnel

TRUSTEES Corporation

PULTON, JOHN Biographical

LEWIS, WILMARTH

Pulton to Lewis.

Pulton suggests J. Leslie Hotson, brilliant and original
English scholar who would be a great ornament to Yale, but if
Yale can't make the appointment (they were changing presidents
then) might put a bug in R. Go's ear for I. A. S0

Pulton - Wilmarth LeiSris
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TRUSTEES Corporation

FULTON, JOHN Biographical

LEWIS, WILMARTH

VEBLEN, 0.

Pulton to Lewis.

At the I. Ao S. meeting last Friday, Veblen and I needed
your moral support as only Oppenheimer and the business men of
the Board showed up. "Tour friend, Lewis Strauss, was there
exuding Saccahrine froip&very pore0 I was polite to him, but I
wanted to wring his neck; there was no reference to his recent
public hearings."

Fulton, Wilmarth Lewis
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TAXATION (FEDERAL INCOME) Government Relations

A ruling of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue held
that a recipient of a fellowship who is working for his degree
is not taxable for it. But "when a recipient of a fellowship
has completed his general e ducation (Ph. D.) and pursues a
career in his chosen field of endeavor for which he receives

i remuneration, the amount so received constitutes income for
•services rendered and is required to be included in gross income
'for Federal income tax purposes."

At the same time a fellowship awarded to an M, £>. to enable
him to engageMin surgical training and possibly in research
in a special field in connection with the furtherance of his
educational advancement along lines which are of benefit to the
general public*1. . .such a reward the Internal Revenue Bureau
considered a gratuity and not compensation for services, since
.it was not rendered to better any particular individual, and was
not required in another decision to be included in the gross
income for federal income tax purposes,

D, Income Tax, Taxability of Grante, 195>0
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ART Academic Activities

ARCHEOLOGY

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Delations ¥OAI

LIBRARY Facilities

Department of Art and Archeology,
Baldwin Smith/to Panofsky, November 9, 19̂ 1-9.

Acknowledges gratefully a $500 annual appropriation for
the purchase of art histortfawl books ffwi the institute.

D, Princeton University Library
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11/11
11/15

PREwCEBN UNIVERSITY Relations WOAI

VANDERBILT, THE HONORABLE ARTHUR T., Biographical
CHIEF JUSTICE OP THE
NEW JERSEY SUPREME COURT

EARLE, E. M.

DOUDS, HAROLD W.

Dodds to Oppenheimer, November 11, 19̂ 4-9o

Dodds invites Oppenheimer to participate in a Citizenship
Sharing House meeting with the American Political Science
Association in promoting a working arrangement among the
colleges ana universities of K£ New Jersey, to discuss ways
and means of encouraging college graduates to participate
actively in politics.

Oppeniielmer to Dodds, November 15, 19̂ 4-9*

Pie is going to be away, but, Professor Earle will attend*
Dodds accepts this cordially,,
D Pile, Dodds, Harold W»
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19̂ 9

GIFTS Finance

Mr. J.M.Kaplan had visited the Institute and was definitely interested in supporting
Institute work. He had not yet made clear what his contribution would be.

Tr. Exec. Coram. Ktg. 11/15/̂ 4-9 P. 1
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GENERAL (state) Government Relations

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Facilities

The IAS was again approaced on giving of land, to the State to make into a
Battlefield Park. The Director again said unless new factors were raised the IAS
would not consider giving so much and so valuable land for this purpose.

Exec. Comml 11/15/̂ 9 p. 1
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PSYCHOLOGY Academic Activities

Ten psychologists were invited to attend a conference at the Institute over the
Thanksgiving holidays. The purpose was to discuss informally some of the current
methodological problems. The Director thought that perhaps we should have a few
individuals at the Institute working on psychological problems.

Exec. Comm. 11/15/49 p. 2
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ELECTRONIC COMPUTER PROJECT kcaderoic Activities

A nevr ECP Contract was under negotiation which would provide $150,000 a year for
the next two-years, plus a 60 o/o contribution from the government. The contract was
to be made either jointly with the Atomic Energy Commission and the Army, or solely
with the AEG.

Exec. Comm. 11/157̂ *9 P. 2
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19̂ 9

ROCKEFELLEt INSTITUTE Foundations

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS Facilities

Dr. Oppenheiraer reported that the Rockefeller Institute property and buildings
in Princeton had been offered for sale to the Institute. It was decided that the
property should be seen before further Board consideration.

Exec. Coram. 11/15/̂ 9 p. 2
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BENEFITS Academic Personnel

0-PPEw'HttIMER, R. Biographical

Oppenheimer to Panofsky, December 16,
Executive Committee

The &«a:Kj£ at its meeting November 15, 191J.9, adopted the resolution:
Operative as of July 1, 19i>0, the minimum total pension of present full
Institute professors should be $6,000; that the obligation CiWt
Institute's to provide the difference between this amount and the pensio n
provided through insurance; "the additional payments should be
covered in the ordinary budget e"

D Pile, Panofsky, Erwin,
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WOETHER, EMMY Biographical

WEYL, HH.RMMN

for correspondence about nephews of Emmy Noether,
Gottfried ana Hermann, see letters J. Billikopf and Weyl,

W Pile, Ben
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LIBRARY

OPPENHE1MER, ROBERT

Facilities

Biographic al

Robert Oppenheimer transmits to Dr0 John Pulton,
Professor Veblen, and Messers Lewis and Maass a report
dated December 9, 19^4-9? by the library committee, consisted
of Chemiss, Thompson, ana Weyl. This report analyzed the
shortage of space in the library, proposed the building
of an additional building to the sou.J,h of the Institute,
connected with the Institute by a corridor tsxtax through
the main window of the large library room; it also proposed
that all available library space at present used in the
library/(then used in the library); that is, the central
room t$e the two stack rooms should be turned over to the
School of Mathematics for mathematics and phyji^s___lj^br_ar_ie s,
and that the three top ^H¥lv¥s~^r~TKe™great room in the library
•should not be used since they are a risk to limb, if not life.
The new building which would be connected by a corridor would
not be sufficiently close, but it would close out t he light
from the big library room. It would be devoted to the librar_

for the School of Historical Studies. It would be hoped-——<•"> »
y

that archeological books could be accomraodated for
Professor Goldman's
room, which she has

study if she were
offered to do.

t o move to a
a wh i le
smaller

in

The committee also recommended that the present conception
of seminar-libraries for the fields of study which members' of
the Paimi1r;f'l»^^ in, should not be abandoned in
favor of X "the nation of a general library. Finally, "we take
it for granted that the practice of using the Firestone
Library to the fullest possible extent will be continued,,"

In library practice, augmentation of various parts of the
library is recommended. Increase in the budget for books from

Sl5»QPP, to $20,000 a . y e a r _ i s recommended, ana it is also
recommended for the present, the budget not be split between the
two schools,,

Directors Piles .•'
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LIBRARY Facilities
COMMITTEES Corporation

A committee of Trustees consisting of Veblen, Schaap,
Bamberger, Linder, Maass, Leidesdorf, Strauss and Oppenheimer
was appointed to consider the Library problem on which Bradley
reported to Oppenheimer, December 15, 19^-9, with various
proposals for enlarging the library space. Data on the
exhaustions of the library aaxax±Hxacpa: space are in the file.
A Faculty committee report dated December 9, 19^9, and suggesb ing
the building of a library building south of the main building
and connected *ith the present library by a gallery which ^
would form a corridor leading from the central window of the
present library to the second floor of the new library building
was suggested. (Faculty members Cherniss, 'i'hompson, Weyl).
The present library would then be used as a reading room and a
general reference and periodical library, and would form an
anti-room to the main library.

The committee considered a plan of removing all books from
the present library except the mathematical books, believing
that for a space of f ive years the library would suffice without

the use of the additional three shelves at the top.

%e committee recommended the present conception of
'seminar -libraries for the fields of study in which the members
of the faculty are interested; should not be abandoned in
favor of a notion of a general library. The committee also
suggested the library fund be increased from £l5,000 to
$20, 000 o

Lewis, commenting on December 19, 19ij.9, recommended
engaging an architect to s tudy what was needed, favored half-
heartedly new library parallel to puld Hall and/south of it with
no corridor, and pointing out the necessity of facing the fact
that the library is bound to grow in the future, and that whatever
is done should not be patchwork.

f)

D, Library Expansion Memoranda
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BENEFITS Academic Personnel

WARREN, ROBERT B. Biographical

Oppenheimer to Warren, December 16, 19^-9*

At the November 15>, 19l|9 meeting of the Board of the
Executive Committee, a resolution was adopted operative as of
July 1, 1950: the minimum total pension of present full Institute
professors should be $6,000, and the obligation of the
Institute is to provide the difference between this amount
under T. I. A. S. and amount decided as the minimum. The
additbnal payments are to be covered in the ordinary budget.
Warren is informed that under the terms of the resolution

I the policy which he holds und er~T.I.A.A0 will be supplemented
! by t he Institute fco bring the total to &6000 a year. Provisions
/ for the support of the wife in t he e vent of his death are Is ft
v-to the option of the professor.

D, Teachers Insurance & Annuity Association
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Academic Procedures

POLICY Administration

Prom a clipping of the Tampja. Tribune^ Florida, December 28, 191-1-9 •

Results of an interview, apparently, with R. Oppenheimer.
"Since its founding through the impetus of the Bamberger s tore millions,
the Institute has ^prospered along esoteric, dttstj^OBgSftl lines. Wow
it Is reaching out along wore integrated approaches to learning, says
the article.

The aim is the same — to advance the field of human knowledge either
of nast cultures of" of social and economic problems of today or of
mathematics or of new fundamentals In the understanding of the physical
world. Originally the concept was of an academic p aradise in which great

f scholars could come "to sit and think." Now, Oppenheimer feels that the
I' Institute should devote Itself to "create a climate where something more
I will come out of it than t-e Individual Isolated efforts."

. ... .
* ' • i

' „

A Pile, Insti tute for Advanced Study
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